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Abstract
This paper presents the necessity oF the development oF
new shiprepair Facihties and the improvement oF finowledge and skflls
For manpower in the shiprepairing industry in Thailand. Beginning with
an examination oF related aspects, the discussion covers the proposal
oF a new 40,000 DWTdock size and upgrading courses For repair engi­
neerings. The paper concludes udth implementation and recommendation
to Future prospects. It is written From the perspective oF a non­
technical person in the shiprepahing industry and no apology is made
For the relative lack oF technical content.
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CHAPTER 1
General Introduction
1.1 General overview
The Thai economyhas steadily grown for the last several
years (see Table 3.1). The result is a sharp increase in expan­
sion of international trade. Consequently, there is a higher
demand for transportation of goods. ‘Of the inland, air and sea
transportation systems, sea transportation is the best in terms
of energy saving and efficiency. Therefore, the demand for
Thailand’s seaborne trade has been increased both in terms of
value and volume (see Table 3.3). In order to fulfill this
situation, Thailand has to have sufficient capability and
capacity in the marine industry, namely shipping, ports and
harbours and shipbuilding and ship repairing. However, the
maritime industry has to be developed. In addition, it must be
done simultaneously in each sector because they are related to
each other.
In terms of the ports, effort has been made recently for
the immediate improvement of the deep-sea port, Laem Chabang
Port, enabling large scale ships to enter Thailand which were
not able to be berthed at the former river port (Bangkok Port)
due to some physical limitations in the access channel. The new
d99P‘5Ea port will be a major infrastructure to accelerate the
modernization oF Thailand’s transportation in accordance with
the rapidly changing technology and the present world trade.
Designed to accommodatelarge vessels, the port is believed
to considerably minimize transportation costs.
In the shipping area, according to the MMPC(Merchant
Marine Promotion Commission oF Thailand) data, the number oF
ocean-going vessels, including tankers, is 185 representing a
total tonnage oF 847,629 DWTat the end oF 1990. The cargo share
oF Thai1and’s international trade under Thai Flag vessels is
estimated at less than 10%. In the other word more than 90% DF
the total international trade oF Thailand is transported by
Foreign Flag vessels. Consequently, Thailand has lost Financial
beneFit oF Foreign currency and the ability to control the
import and export time schedule thereby reducing competition
opportunities. In order to decrease these disadvantages, Thai­
land has to enlarge its merchant Fleet. However, it should be
noted that the total tonnage oF Thailand is steadily increas­
ing that the expanding oF the Thai Fleet is already underway.
In terms oF shipbuilding and shiprepairing, there are 172
shipyards in Thailand today but they are exclusively engaged in
building and repairing small craFt.
Thailand Faces many problems in building merchant ocean­
going vessels.
m
1. There is a lack oF technology, expertise and Facilities
2. New building prices cannot compete with the
Foreign countries due to the lack oF local related
industries such as iron and steel, marine equipment and
machinery.
3. There is a little demandFrom Thai shipowners because
there are manyalternatives to new, high cost construc­
tion such as purchasing second hand ships, conversion
oF existing vessels or chartering vessels.
Consequently, there is a high risk oF investment in the
shipbuilding industry in Thailand.
Conversely, comparedwith the shipbuilding industry, ship
repair requires lower technology and is less dependent on Foreign
equipment, as well as the advantage oF lower labour costs than
neighbouring countries. with conFidence, ship repairing will
have a bright Future oF Thailand. However, at present, this
industry has not been well developed. There are only 5 major
yards whose Facilities and equipment are mostly out-dated. They
must be renovated to raise productivity. Furthermore, only the
largest shipyard has a graving dock, with only 4,000 GRT capaci­
ty. Vessels above this size are repaired abroad such as in
Singapore, Malaysia, Japan and Hong Kong. In order to satisFy
the growing demand oF the national merchant marine business and
improve the eFFiciency oF the existing Fleet, the eFFicient and
higher capacity yards have to be established. The economic and
social benefits can be expected as Follows:
1. Increasing employmentopportunities, as it is a
labour intensive industry
2. Reducing the out Flow of Foreign currency
3. Raising the level oF technological capability
4. Supporting related industries
5. Supporting the shipbuilding industry
However, to run the business under the competitive pressure
of Foreign yards which have higher experience and technology,
lower cost is not the only Factor; quality and rapidity should be
considered. Manpoweris the main mechanism For achieving these
requirements but, at present, the highly qua1iFied or specialized
workers have no experience repairing large ships because there is
no large scale repair yard. Therefore, it is necessary to educate
and train newly employed workers in various matters.
Education and training are time consuming and expensive.
Consequently, beFore establishing the training programs, it is
necessary to knowthe real need. ThereFore, the study oF organi­
zation oF a newshiprepair yard is a crucial task. The objective
of the new yard cannot be achieved without studying the precise
pattern of shipping industry.
1.2 Objectives
The goal of this paper is to find the methodology which is
necessary to improve and upgrade the manpower in the production
sector of a new shipyard in Thailand.
In this context the main area to be identified is the opti~
mumcharacteristics of a newshipyard for the fulfillment of the
growing demandof the sea-going vessels in international trade.
1.3 The expected benefit
when these concepts are structured and set up, they will
help to :
a. improve the efficiency of the shiprepairing industry
due to the competency of manpower,
b. prevent the shortage of qualified workers, and
provide the skilled worker’s which can be transferredn
to the shipbuilding industry.
1.4 Limitations oF the study
Due to the limited material available and proFessional
background, it was not possible For the author to research all
groups oF manpowerin the shiprepairing industry. ThereFore I am
Focusing only on upgrading workers in the production Field by
-I»considering 9 categories oF workers.
1. Skilled
2. Technician (Foreman)
-1­J. Engineer
1.5 Methodology
The Fundamental tool used in completing this paper is the
analytic evaluation oF the primary data collected From many
departments in Thailand as well as library research at the World
Maritime University. The basic concepts which were transmitted
by the lecturers, proFessors and visiting proFessors are also
used as guidelines in the process oF developing the authors
ideas. The authors experience is also a contributing Factor in
this paper.
1.6 Study layout and contents
This study Firstly analyses the general situation oF the
Thai merchant marine industry, namely shipping, ports and the
shipbuilding and shiprepairing.
Chapter 2 analyses the present situation oF shipping and the
shiprepairing market in Thailand and identiFies the excess amount
oF Thai Flag vessels which cannot be served by its repairing
Facilities.
Chapter 3 Focuses on the shipping and shiprepairing demand
Forecast.
Chapter 4 determines the required optimum size oF the new
shiprepair yard. It can provide the basic Facts For developing
the education and training oF manpower.
Chapter 5 Focuses on the shiprepair business which should be
utilized in developing curriculum.
Chapter 6 studies the present structure oF education and
training related to the shiprepairing industry in Thailand and
proposes the upgrading courses For manpower.
Finally, the last chapter proposes recommendations in order
to implement the requirements For the upgrading and development
oF the manpowerin shiprepairing industry.
CHAPTER 2
Present Situation of Shipping and Shiprepairing in Thailand
The objective oF this chapter is an attempt to look at the
current situation oF shipping and the shiprepairing industry and
to determine the excess amount oF Thai merchant ships which
cannot be docked in the country.
2.1 Shipping Industry
2.1.1 Introduction
The characteristic oF Thai shipping is dependent upon the
international trade, since some 97%of the volume oF Thai inter­
national trade is Freight by sea.
The major Foreign trade of Thailand has been in the Form oF
exporting and importing cargo.
Table 2.1 and 2.2 show major commodities oF export and
import cargo.
TABLE 2.1 DCPORT CARGO UOLUHII
(UNIT: 1.888 ILTONS)
COHIODITY 1978 1979 1988 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
RICE 1687 2816 2882 3838 3784 3476 4618 4867 4525 4443
IAIZII 1949 1988 2175 2557 2881 2638 3117 2757 3982 1628
TOPIOCA 6291 3968 5215 6277 7833 5195 6563 7127 6316 6285
SUMR 1841 1191 452 1117 2287 1537 1243 1859 1962 2827
IOLASSES 742 533 246 435 927 727 775 897 831 483
MININGPRODUCT 682 768 858 913 1% 1&5 1459 1871 2262 3449
BULK CARGO
TOTAL 12232 11256 11748 14329 18557 14638 17775 18578 19878 18235
INDUSTRIALPRO 1842 1429 1391 1413 1551 1498 1774 2829 2461 3849
Mill RUBBER 444 523 457 474 546 557 594 695 764 898
AGRI-PRODUCT 782 882 729 826 998 856 872 1118 943 848
HOODPRODUCT 67 45 47 67 76. 184 69 69 66 163
MRINE PRODUCT 188 118 187 131 134 129 157 198 236 263
GDIIERAL CARGO
TOTAL 2443 2917 2731 2911 3385 3144 3466 4181 4478 5213
GRANDTOTAL 14675 14173 14479 17248 21862 17774 21241 22679 24348 23448
TABLE 2.2 IMPORT CARGO UOLUHE
(UNIT: 1.888 HJONS)
COflODITY 1978 1979 1988 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
PETROLIJII 11388 11175 11818 18831 9619 18384 11893 9415 9569 11658
IRON8 STEEL 2844 3186 1735 1893 1948 2732 2181 2744 3135 3558
CHEMICALPROD.’ 767 1811 811 945 849 1198 1115 1348 1593 2838
HOODPRODUCT 378 735 312 415 359 561 428 1832 236 518
PULP 8 PAPER 338 434 372 414 349 427 359 428 396 566
FERTILIZER 757 861 695 771 928 1465 1246 1185 1318 1312
INDUSTRIAL
MTERIAL 127 285 149 167 138 211 628 375 517 688
OTHERS 1958 2559 2734 1752 1725 3385 2818 1789 2216 2585
DRY CARGO
TOTAL 6845 8911 6888 6358 6288 9799 7967 8813 9411 11897
GRANDTOTAL 17425 28886 18626 15899 28183 28183 19868 18228 18988 22755
SOURCE : CUSTOMS DEPARTHDIT
COHPLID 89 OHPC
2.1.2 Construction oF Thai Fleet
Looking at the export and import cargo, we can c1assiFy the
major types oF merchant sea-going ships in Four categories:
- Bulk Carrier
- General Cargo Vessel
- Container Vessel
- Tank Vessel
At the beginning oF 1989, there were sixty-Five companies
having seagoing vessels over 500 grt, oF which the total number
is 162, deadweight 734,308 metric tons. The above number includes
tankers and gas carriers which are operating in domestic coastal
routes.
The actual numberactive in international trade equaled 94
vessels oF which 70 Z are oF the general cargo and bulk carrier
types. Only 10 ships (10 Z) are Full container vessels and the
remaining 20 Z are mainly oil and gas tankers.
As For vessel size, only 12 Z oF the total Fleet are above
10,000 DWT. The average carrying capacity oF the dry cargo Fleet
is approximately 7,000 DwT. Almost 62 Z oF the dry cargo Fleet
are vessels below 7,000 DWT,around 38 Z are those between 7,000
- 20,000 DWT,while only 3 vessels are over 20,000 DNT. All
tankers have a carrying capacity below 7,000 DNT.
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TABLE 2.3 OCEAN GOING UESSELS REGISTERED UNDER THAI FLAG
THAI FLAG UISSEL CLASSIFIED BY TYPE AND SIZE SOURCE : OHPC (1989)
SIZE IN DHT TOTAL GDIIIML CARGO CONTAINER BULK CARRIER TANKER GAS CARRIER
(NITRIC TONS) NO DHT NO NI NO DHT NO DHT N0 DHT NO DHT
BELOH1.888 17 11.789 1 958 5 4.217 11 6.622
1.38-2.999 63 189.816 11 22.574 3 6.888 45 75.673 4 5.569
3.W8-4.999 26 188.854 18 48.277 2 6.868 1 4.836 12 43.446 1 4.627
5.36.999 25 145.937 13 75.957 2 12.747 5 29.718 4 22.413 1 5.118
7.888-8.999 9 68,524 6 45.576 1 7.115‘ 2 15.833
9.888-18.999 7 72.838 7 72.838
11.888-12,999 2 25,295 1 12,546 1 12.749
13.U8-14.999 9 124.434 4 55.576 5 68.858
15,888-19.999 1 17.213 1 17.213
28.888 & OUER 3 68.288 2 42.934 1 25.274
TOTALIN MI 162 743.388 55 384.691 18 95.588 14 95.352 66 145.749 17 21.928
TOTALIN GRT 468.638 243.876 63.768 56.918 79,594 17,282
TOTALIN NRT 275.718 144.188 37.881 36.296 45.685 12.476
DWT '5
General cargoM.Tone
Container
Z BulkCarrier
100-000"" ‘Z: 1 Tanker
Gan Carrier
50.000 ­
Size In DW1‘
Over ha1F o5 the ocean going vessels are over 15 years old.
The average age OF the UFYCargo Fleet is 19 years old; the aver­
age tanker is more than 20 years old.
No. of
Vessel
General cargo
3° _____ _____1 Container
W: I: BulkCarrier
20 \ Tanker
Gu Carrier
10 ‘ ~ --* ~ ---- -­
I4 \\\\\\‘
r 25-29yr 30yr­
Age 01 Veuel
Flg 2.1Thal Flag Vaaaala Claaal-fled by Age
Source : OMPC
Most Thai Flag vessels active in international trade operate
in nearby waters. 75% operate within the ASEAN plus Myanmar
(termed "HomeTrade Area” in Figure 2.2); 8 Z go as Far as Hong
Kongand Taiwan to the East, India to the West. Only 25 vessels
go as Far as Japan, Korea, Middle East or "overseas".
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There are 107 shipyards in Thailand today, but they are
almost exclusively engaged in repairing small craFt. The largest
shipyard has a dock oF 4,000 GRTcapacity. Vessels above this
size are repaired abroad. All shipyards are privately owned:
only the Bangkok Dock is a state enterprise. About one halF o?
the shipyards are located in the central part oF Thailand and the
major yards are all located on the bank oF the Chao Phraya river
and in or around Bangkok which is surrounded by commercial and
residential :ones. The expansion or improvement capability is
thereFore limited.
2.2.1 Principal shipyards
The Following description covers the 5 principal shipyards
in Thailand.
(1) Bangkok Dock Co. Ltd.
The Bangkok Dock was established in 1914 by British
interests and has been operating under its present corporate
structure since 1957. The shipyard is equipped with 2 graving
docks and situated 17 kms upstream Port oF Bangkok.
(2) Italthai Marine Co. Ltd.
The shipyard was established in 1978, equipped with a
cradle and rail installation as well as a Floating dock. The
yard works mainly in newbuilding, mostly For the Royal Thai Navy.
Very little shiprepair work is undertaken.
(3) Asian Marine Services Co. Ltd.
The Firm started operation in January 1984 with a Float­
ing dock oF 4,000 GRTcapacity.
(4 \r Harin Shipbuilding Co. Ltd.
The yard was established in January 1948, with a slipway
of 1,500 GRTcapacity. In past years, 20-25 vessels have been
repaired annually.
(5) Sahaisant Shipbuilding Co. Ltd.
Situated about 40 kms upstream CF Bangkok, the shipyard
possesses two slipways with maximumcapacity 1,000 GRT. In
shiprepair, about 30 vessels a year can be handled.
TABLE 2.4 THAII.AND MJOR SHIPYARD
TYPE AND SIZE OF DOCK MXIHUN TECHNICIAN!
AREA SKILLED
NO. SHIPBUILDING COMPANY AND/OR SLIPHAY CAPACITY (so I) (P)§sRl&I'§)
' (AREAS OF ACTIUITII3) (GRT/FEET) '
1 BANGKOKDOCKCO..I.TD. 1. DR? DOCK: 108.58 I 4,000 GRT 32,700 163
1668 NDI ROAD. 1'A)Ih||A. 2. DR? DOCK: 114.07 I
BANGKOK10120 3. SLIPHAY : 93 N
(CONSTRUCT A REPAIR :
STEEL AND ALUMINIUM)
2 ITALTHAI KARINE LTD. 1. FLOATING DOCK: 105 H 4.000 GRT 56.000 517
ITALTHAI HOUSE 11TH 2. SLIPHAY : 100 N
FLOOR 2013 NB! Pl.‘l’CH- (CONSTRUCT & REPAIR :
BURI ROAD. BANGKOK STEEL AND ALUNINIUH)
10310
SHIPYARD : 309 S01
ITALIANIHAI. TAIBAN.
SAHUIPRAKARN 10270
3 ASIAN MRINE SERUICE CO.. 1. FLOATINGDOCK: 106.2 I 3.500 GRT 7.200 122
LTD. 70/10 M00 1. SO! (REPAIR : STEEL)
KHUN SRINCK. SANUTPRA­
mm 19130
4 HARINSHIPBUILDINGC0.. 1. SLIPHAY : 00 I 1.500 GRT 33.600 54
594/1 KRUNGTHEPBRIDGE, (REPAIR : STEEL)
BANGKOK10120
5 SAHAISANTCO..I.TD. 1. SLIPHAY : 90 H 1.000 GRT 20.000 190
158/Z SUIOIOTHAI ROAD. 2. SLIPHAY = 00 ll
SHIPYARD : 23 N00 1. (CONSTRUCT A REPAIR :
BANGKOK10300 STEEI. AND FRP)
DANGKRACHANG. ANPHUR
IUDIG. PATHUNTANEE
SOURCE:OlPC
;.;.; Technoloov and working period
All shipyards have enough technology to change hull platea
draw out tail shaft, overhaul main engine or repair- slightly
damagedpropeller.
However, $or jobs requiring higher expertise like control­
ling equipment, technician must be invited Fromother countries
such as Singapore. Sometimes, due to insuFFicient technology,
equipment unable to repair in the country must be sent to be
Fixed abroad.
The data regarding working periods is rather old. There was
a survey done by DMPCin 1985 on the repair oF ocean—going Thai
Flag vessels in and out oF the country between 1979 and 1984.
The working periods are shown in the below table; damaged work
and emergency work are excluded.
Table 2.5 Survey Docking ( under 4,000 grt )
In THa1land In Foreign Countries
Number oF ships 51 25
Average Tonnage (GRT) 1,577 2,734
Repair Period per Ship(day) 17.6 12.5
Source OMPC
Workingperiods For various vessels are diFFerent, depending
on the detaij oF job and volume. ThereFore, the two Factors
determining working periods cannot be simply compared but they.
can be used to consider eFFiciency. For Foreign docking, the
countries are Singapore, HongKong, Malaysia and Japan.
Shortages oF Facilities and equipment as well as labor
quality is the main reason For the ineFFiciency, resulting in a
working period sometimes around twice as long as other countries.
2.2.3 Shigregair Capacity
The actual record oF shiprepair is presented in Table 2.6.
In that Table, the item 8 indicated the number and size oF cargo
vessels that have been repaired in the country For the year 1989
and 1990; the repaired number oF all size is only around 50
vessels each year. Comparison oF the size and number oF merchant
ships FromTable 2.3, it can be seen that all the merchant seago­
ing vessels above 4,000 GRTand some oF the vessels under 4,000
GRThave to be docked abroad. ‘
Table 2.7 showed the number oF ships (over 4,000 GRT) For
Foreign drydocking.
According to the Thai Survey Regulation, all Thai merchant
ships above 60 grt must be docked and inspected once every two
years. Consequently, there are around 30 vessels which have to
be docked in Foreign countries each year.
TABLE 2.6 SHIP REPRIRED IN 1989-1998
B? MEMBEROF THRI SHIPUILDERS RHD RIPRIRERS RSSOCIAIION
nsrr mrmzn or sums
no. rm or sun» mn:n191.s(Ions/sum
1999 1999
1 1.41151993919 mm: 11.9.3) 4999 sun. 1 ­
3723 ,, 4 1
2499 ,. 1 1
2 991901. 191997: (9.5) 2159 .. 2 1
3 nrrnom nscom (9.9) 1514 ,. 1 1
4 1.9715155cnnrr. 9111.119 395 ,, 9 4
u..c.u>
5 991901 cmn (9.9) 429 ,. 19 12
5 297991.can «mun 19.9.» 199 ,, 1 1
7 Lmmmc CRAP!mm u..c.n) 599 ,. 1 1
9 cmo uzssn. >2599 ., 42 35
>1999 .. 15 19
9 on. mum: 1235 .. 15 12
19 99951: 594 .. 2 1
11 99991: 199 .. 3 5
12 mm 19191129 199 .. 1 —
13 99991: <599 .. 4 19
14 nmcxnc 9091 2539 ., - 1
1751 - 1
15 mum mzsmncu umsn. 1499 .. 1 —
395.92 .. 1 1
15 sunum non: 251.59 ., 5 3
17 I95 999! 199.99 ., - 1
199 .. 9 7
99 .. 2 ­
19 run: sumzn 1199 .. 1 ­
19 nmuemron SHIP 977 .. 7 5
29 nsnmc 9991 99 wool) 29 14
21 PATROL 9091 423 572121. 19 19
339 :: 3 5
325 4 4
359 II 1 1
£259 nnunlfuun 1% 19srm.
719299195 19 5
22 TRAININGSHIP 1499 sum. 1 1225 .,
23 norm nmem 939 ,. 4 5
24 Hoax 999! 49 .. 4 2
25 mar <59 rm:n91.9s 19 14
25- 919129cmnsm 199 sun 3 7
27 man CRUISER 49 noon 1 ­
29 mm 59 ,, 19 7
29 pnssmcn 9097 49 51111. 2 5
39 nouauz nrcu mum CRUISER 49 noon 3 ­
31 PONTOON . 199 srm. 2 ­
32 PONTOON 199 ,, - 1,.
SOURCE I THAI SHIPBUILDERS MD REPMRIRS OSSOCMTION
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TABLE 2.7 THAI FLAG SHIP FOR FOREIGN DRYDOCKING
(AS OF DECDIBI-IR 1989)
(1) DRY CARGO UIZSSI-21.8 (OUER 4000 GRI)
HO. MEI OF UESSEL BUILT GROSS TYPE ROUTE iTORIAGE '
1 FAR EAST NAUEE 1978 14.479 GDIERAL CARGO BIG!-IIIROPE
2 BANGKOKMUEE 1971 12.132 " " " "
3 SIAII PATH 1975 11.076 CONTAINER BIO!-JAPAN
4 JUTHA HASEAHPHAN 1979 9.998 HULTIPURPOSE BIO!-JAPAN-KOREA
5 PI TUNE - 9.959 CONTAINER BKH-S’PORE-HONGRONG-TAIIIAH
6 PIPOP SAIIIT 1970 9,917 GENERALCARGO BIOI-JAPAN
7 SU-PAH-YA 1960 9 .843 CONTAINER BKK-S’ PORE-HONGKONG-TAIWIH
8 PET-CHOHPOO 1969 9.713 GDIERAL CARGO BIG!-ASEAH
9 MRITIHI-GOLIEI 1970 9,467 ” " BIO!-JAPAN
10 PIPAT-SANIT 1966 8.858 " " " "
11 PICHAI SAHUT 1966 8.856 " " " "
12 JUTHA PIRIYANART 1972 8,854 " " BICH-JAPAN-KOREA
13 HI LE 1968 8.811 " " BIO!-JAPAN
14 HI SOONG 1972 8.643 HULTIPURPOSE ” "
15 HI-HAU 1971 8.643 " " " "
16 HI-[DIG 1970 8,304 GENERALCARGO " "
17 HI-HIHG 1970 8.304 " ” " "
18 CHAI Bl-IUH 1983 8,177 CONTAINER BKK-ASEAN-JAPAN-KOREA
19 DACHABHUH 1985 8,177 " " ” " "
20 BUA TIP 1969 7,575 BULK CARRIER BIO!-ASEAN
21 JUTHA-Cl-IANATIP 1972 6,667 GENERAL CARGO BKK-JAPAN-KOREA
22 JUTHA-PHANSIRI 1969 6,582 " " " " "
23 HA DOOR 1968 5,668 CONTAINER JAPAN-MALAYSIA
24 HA IHRD 1968 5,664 " " "
25 S.C.C 1970 5.323 GDIERAL CARGO BIO!-ASIAN-JAPAN-KOREA
26 BOONKRONG2 1963 4,974 " " BKK-HONGHONG
27 JUTHA HALE! 1973 4,794 HULTIPURPOSE BKK-JAPAN-KOREA
20 JUTHAJITSIHA 1973 4,794 " " " " "
29 HIIG RHUH 1981 4.499 CONTAINER BIO!-S'PORE-TAIHAN
30 SANG THAI GALAXI 1975 4.349 GENERAL CARGO THAI-ASIIAN-JAPAN-KOREA
31 SANGTHAI LUHBIIR 1972 4.426 " " ” " " "
32 TANA RH!!! 1973 4.381 CONTAINER BIO!-ASEAN-JAPAN-KOREA
33 SIRI Bill]! 1981 4.374 " " " " "
34 BANG BUA 1973 4.198 GDIDIAL CARGO BIO!-ASFJIN
35 BANGHHUNTAID4 1969 4,098 " " " "
BANGKOK
2.2.4 Fnmnarison oF Expenditures For reps rind in local
shipyard and Foreign countrv
Table 2.8 and Table 2.9 are the Figures showing the repair­
ing expense, inside and outside the country, paid by the shipown—
ers From 1979 to 1984. The Figures came From the questionnaire
issued by DMPCto all Thai shipowners and replied by the major
eighteen Firms.
The average annual payment by shipowners to local shipyards
is 1é.2 million Baht while the average payment to Foreign ship­
yards is 43.9 million Baht, almost three times as much. The
total expenditure in Foreign countries was 260 million Baht (10
million US 5) For six years.
TRBLE 2.8 EXPENDITURE FOR REPRIR IN LOCRL SHIPYRRD.
UNIT : BAHT
COIPfiNY 1979 1988 1981 1982 1983 1984
0 -- -- 9.988.898‘ 288.888 288.888 3.178.888
B, -- -- -- -- 294.971 -­
c -- -- -- -- -- 688,880
D -- -- -- -- -- 699.887
E -- -- -- -- -- 588.8888. " - "
G -- 5,811,888 8.563.888 6.877.888 8.844.888 948,888
8 1,458.88 8,795,236 4,359,842 13,637,451 18,281,927 238,546
I 1.889.131 " " 198.386 419.588 131.425
TOTBL 3.259.211 13.86.236 24.559.689 23.835.947 21.175.983 11,249,858
SOURCE : OHPC . EXCHRNGE MTE USED : 1 USS : 25.8 BAH!
.\ .
‘(J
IRBLE 2.9 EXPENDITURE FOR REPAIR IN FOREIGN COUNTRY.
UNIT : RH!
COHPRNY 1988 1981 1982 1983 1984
P‘XCaI-I=C>"lI'I6¢')@D
25.813.358
1.923.218
8,303,648
3,278,788
1,288,857
15.874.554
28.663.766
992,88
2,118,178
1,283,656
3,241,321
7.201.576
16,967,375
4,348.80
11.491.732
3.674.562
8,948,041
1,308,000
14,926,557
1,415,888
2,238.08
759,008
3,888,808
6,792,521
1,820,000
5,800.88
473.800
6,500.00
8.970.662
TOTAL 55.586.311 43.398.489 46.713.710 35,951,078 58.486.324
SOURCE : OHPC
CHAPTER 3
Shipping and Shiprepairing DemandForecast
3.1 Introduction
The study From Chapter 2 has shown that Thailand has lost
muchForeign exchange in ship repairing due to the limitation oF
adequate shipyards, thereFore, in order to prevent outFlow oF
Foreign currency and to increase employment opportunities. the
shiprepair Facilities have to be improved. The establishment oF
large scale repair Facilities requires a high amountoF invest­
ment; consequently, a careFul study is a necessity.
An optimum size oF shipyard could reduce the risk From run­
ning the business. However, a suitable shiprepair yard cannot be
achieved without studying the possibility oF repair demand as
well as the trend oF construction oF the Fleet. Those trends also
dependupon the characteristics oF trade.
3.2 Foreign trade
Foreign trade is very closely interrelated with the gross
domestic product. ThereFore the annual growth rate oF trade and
GDP are also interrelated. when the domestic economy become
active, national industries develop and consumption demands
increase. ReFlecting these conditions, import goods such as raw
PJ I-J
materials become orosoerous. In this way. when EDPincreases. the
export and import trades also increase. ThereFore. the trade
growth rate Forecast is made by the estimated GDPgrowth rate as
the base because both are considered to be propotional. Table
3.1 shows the international trade of Thailand From 1985-1989.
TABLE 3.1
ECONONIC PERFORMNCE OF THAIIAND
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
GDP(BILLIONBRHT) 1,814.4 1,895.3 1,253.1 1,567.8 1,778.3
ECONOMICGROHTHZ (GDP) 3.5 4.9 9.5 13.2 12.3
EXPORT(BILLIONBHII 191.7 231.5 298.1 399.2 518.8
INPORT(BILLIONBHT) 253.4 245.7 341.4 581.4 658.7
INIERNHIIONRLIRNDE 445.1 477.2 639.5 988.6 1,168.7
(BILLION BRHI)
IRRDEGROHTHI 7.8 7.2 34.8 48.8 28.8
SOURCE: BANK OF THAILAND
xai International Trade and Shipping
Table 3.2 shows that Thai seaborne trade has grown by SS 1
over the period 1979 -1?B9 corresponding to an average annual
growth rate oF 6.3 X. During the 1983 - 1985 recession in inter­
national trade, Thai trade remained more or less stable while
manyother countries experienced contraction. During 1985-1989.
Thai seaborne trade has increased by 60 Z or 12.6 Z per annum.
TABLE 3.2 DEVELOPMENT IN NUMER OF UOYAGES AND CARGO TONNAGE AT THAI PORTS
BY THAI AND FOREIGN FIAG UESSELS. 1979-1909
YEAR NO. OF 009. TOTAL CARGO TONNAGE CARGO TONNGE FREIGHTED THAI SHARE
(1000 MTRIC TONS) B9 THAI UESSELS (Z)
(1000 MTRIC TON)
1979 7524 30072 NA
1900 7230 31010 NA
1901 7450 31722 2243 7.1
1902 7932 34307 3335 9.7
1903 0247 34533 4221 12.2
1904 0525 35230 3499 9.9
1905 7994 34505 3775 10.9
1906 0172 37423 3661 9.0
1907 0536 40466 4204 10.6
1900 10000 40254 4409 9.1
1909 11644 55610 4069 0.0
SOURCE: OFFICE OF MARITIME PROMOTION COMMISSION:
THAILANDSHIPPING STATISTICS 1900.
SHIP MOVEMENTSERIES.
In terms OF volume. 97 2 OF Thai1and’s international trade
is Freighted by sea, and around 95 2 OF this volume passes
through the port OF Bangkok ( see table 3.3 ). Over the period
1977 - 1939, the number OF voyages in and out OF Thai Dorts
increased by only 55 Z indicating that the size and/or capacity
utilization OFthe vessels calling on Thai ports have increased.
IRBLE 3.3 INTERNAIlONfiL TRADEB9 TRANPORT IODE 1983-1988.
UOLUII (1888 ITRIC TONS) URLUE(MILLION BHT)
YER
SEA OTHER TOIRL SEA OTHER IOTRL
1983 37847 97.42 986 38833 333688 87.12 49393 383881
1984 39238 97.22 1141 48379 368212 85.72 68188 428392
1985 39893 97.3% 1893 48986 377995 85.8% 66548 444535
1986 42278 97.42 1147 43417 376992 79.82 95591 472583
1987 45278 97.42 1194 46472 493767 77.9% 148295 634862
1988 53848 97.12 1595 55443 697927 76.1% 219862 916989
SOURCE : CUSTOHS DEPARTIDH.
The Thai Fleet’s share 0F cargo Freighted was only around ?Z
in 1989. Although Thai handled cargo tonnage increased by 6.6 2
per year during 1?SB —1?B?this increase has not matched the
growth in total seaborne trade, and Thai %leet shares have
dropped by approximately 2% points From 11% in 1985 to 9% in
1989.
The low share oF carriage oF goods on Thai Flag vessels is
seen as a result of structural deFiciencies oF the Thai Fleet
itselF. Most of the total ocean going vessels are very old and
also oF a small size; they are uneconomic, having high mainte­
nance costs, which push the total operation cost high and conse­
quently deteriorate competitiveness.
Certainly
balance oF payment on sea Freight as trade volume increased. In
1937 the de¥icit was 45.242 million Baht (1,800 million U.S. E)
and 81,636 million Baht (3,200 million U.S. $) in 1989.
Volume
l4il.’l'ons
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
1° Share of Thai Flag(Volume)
1975 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89
Flu 3.1 Freight Daflclta (1975-1999)
Source : OMPC
The deFicit balance aFFects not only one Firm or business
but also the country’s balance oF Foreign currency. Shipping and
harbour concerns, thereFore. need to be solved on a national eco­
nomic basis.
3.4 Government measure
The need For a maritime industry For economic development
has long been recognized; the government oF Thailand is now keen
on the increase oF Thai Flag vessels transportation share, espe­
cially the reinForcement oF ocean-going marine transportation.
The Following items are shown in the FiFth Five-year National
Economic and Development Plan (NESDP) (1982-1986) as the interna­
tional shipping target:
5-; I Expand the transportation oF merchandise exports and
imports by Thai Flag vessels at an annual rate oF 15%,
M . Expand and improve the state enterprise’s merchant
marine Fleet, and
u. Open new shipping routes which have no Thai Flag ves­
sels at present, particularly the American and Aus­
tralian routes.
Furthermore, the sixth NEDSP(1987-1991), the large scale
port Facilities such as LaemChanbang has been established; a new
industrial estate which will support port and industrial business
is also developed under the Eastern Seaboard Development Project.
In addition, the seventh NEDSP(1992-1996), some oF the
plans to improve and promote marine transportation and maritime
trading are issued as Follows:
1. Expansion oF Laem Chabang deep-see port
7 Building oF new commercial ports and promotion oFI
private wharFs
3. Improve dredging oF rivers and canals
4. Improvecargo handling Facilities
5. Tax incentives and other Forms oF Financial aid to Thai
shipowners For purchasing oF new vessels
6. Promotion oF containerization
7. Assistance.with respect to personnel recruitment For
the maritime trading industry
All oF these measures will change the conFiguration oF the
Thai Fleet in terms oF both the number oF vessels and size which
will impact the characteristics oF theanew repair yard. The next
steps will discuss in more detail the inFluence oF trade in
changing types and number oF vessels oF both Thai Flag and For­
eign Flag vessels which enter Thai ports as well as the inFluence
oF the new port (Laem Chabang) in changing the size oF vessels.
3.5 Shipping DemandForecast
3.5.1 Introduction
In view oF the national policy, the Government oF Thailand
has requested someForeign countries to makevarious Feasibility
studies to Find the viability oF the projects which envisioned
the overall scheme, such as
— The preparation oF a 10 year development plan For the
Merchant Marine Training Center by the Danish Interna­
tional Development Agency (DANIDA)
- The tendency oF Merchant Marine Development by the co­
operation between MMPCand the Japan International Coop­
eration Agency (JICA)
According to those reports, the estimation oF the required
Thai Fleet as well as the Foreign Flag ships which enter Thai
ports have been predicted. However, there are some diFFerences
in the numbers but the tendency is in the same direction.
3. .2 Economic Growth RateUI
Thai1and’s economy aFter 1989 was backed up by direct in­
vestment beFore 1988 and the increase in consumers’ spending is
expected to continue its growth in a stable pace.
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The investment in the industrial sector will range widely
for export industries (agricultural product processing, general
merchandises) and supporting industries (spare parts, basic"
chemical products) to domestic end-user’s products (electrical
appliances). The investment expansion in the past will support,
the manufacturing production and exports of industrial goods.
The recent trend of Thailand’s economic growth is said to be
due to the high growth rate initiated by the expansion of export­
oriented investment and exports. The supporting factors are
1) stable external demand centering on USAand Japan
2) government’sstability
3) existence of cheap labor
4) superior exchange rate
5) infrastructure for newprojects like Eastern Seaboard
Development Project.
These factors are expected to be unchanged for the time
being.
Regarding unfavorable factors,the insufficient infrastruc­
ture represented by electricity and roads does not meet up with
the demand. The economy is expected to grow about 7.5% annually
up to the year 2001. (see Table 3.4)
1991.: 3.4 ronizcasr or zcouomc IHDICI3 (1991-2991)
1999 1999 1999 1991 1996 2991
°'”' 1.557 1.779 ----- 1.939 2.939 3.799(1999 me: 9951:)
(mourn mu: 2 13.2 12.3 19.4 7.5 7.5 7.5
SOURCE : GROHTH RATE 1980-91 NISDB
NOTE : FUTURE GDP RH GROHTH RATE RRE ESTIMATED BY JICA IEAI
3.5.3 Foreign Trade
(1) Exports
In 1?B7, when considering export shipment.
products shared BIZ on weight basis,
share oF 13%.
Nevertheless, agricultural products, which
=
_:restricted Dynatural Factors, i
contrast, exports oF industrial goods are expected
tremendously as a result o? the actixe
trial sector during the past Fewyears.
agricultural
E\l'E‘
not expected to grow much;
to i
investment in the
against industrial products’
greatly
in
indus­
According to a micro-Forecast, the percentage oF agricultur­
al exports in total exports is anticipated to
its gap with the percentage of industrial exports.
gradually reduce
it is estimated that the ratio will be 672 to I72 in i??1s
50% to 23% in 1996 and 52% to 30% in 2001.
(3) Imports
Until 2001, under the assumption that industrialization
continues at a stable pace, a micro -Forecast states that imports
o~Fcapital goods, raw materials and semi--Finished products is e:-:­
pected to increase.
TABLE 3.5 FORECAST OF DCPORT CARGO UOLUNE
( UNIT : 1.000 N.TONS)
COMMODITY 1907 1991 1996 2001
RICE 4443 4960 5500 5000
NAIZE 1620 3660 3920 4200
TAPIOCA 6250 6970 7400 8010
SUGAR 2027 2120 2120 2120
NOIASSES 403 750 750 000
NINING PRODUCT 3449 4130 5350 6790
BULK CARGOTOTAL 10235 22590 25020 27670
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT 3049 5130 0180 13060
RAH RUBBER 090 990 1060 1140
AGRI-PRODUCT 040 1120 1200 1200
HOOD PRODUCT 163 160 160 160
NARIN PRODUCT 263 600 600 000
GENERALCARGOTOTAL 5213 7020 11200 16440
GRANDTOTAL 23400 30410 36220 44110
SOURCE : ONPC
NOTE : FORECAST IS ESTIMATED BY JICA TFAN
_ -3‘:m:\.LJ.
products,
currently relatively
semi-Finished
tend to be imported more.
In the twenty-First century, Thailand is planning to produce
integrated steel en a Full-scale basis. so in 2001, imports OF
iron are and coal are expected to increase sharply.
TABLE 3.6 FORECAST OF IMPORT CARGO UOLUM
(UMT: LOMOMJME)
COMDIT7 1987 1991 1996 2001
PETROLEUM 11658 14100 20200 28800
IRON & STEEL 3558 4550 5930 6640
CHEMICALPRODUCT 2038 2370 3310 4280
HOOD PRODUCT 518 520 520 520
PULP & PAPER 566 740 1140 1760
FERTILIZER 1312 1610 1810 200
INDUSTRIAL MATERIAL 600 1070 1710 2730
OTHERS 2505 2500 2500 2500
DR? CARGOTOTAL 11097 13360 16920 20480
IRON ORE/PELLET 2880
COAL 1260
BULK CARGO TOTAL 4140
GRANDTOTAL 22755 27460 37120 49280
SOURCE : OMPC
NOTE : FORECAST IS ESTIMATED RY JICA TEAM
In the Five-year intervals namely 1986-1991, 1991-1996,
1996-2001, the growth rate oF imports on a weight basis, exclud­
ing petroleum, are estimated to be 422, 27%and 46%. In the First
Five years, From 1986 to 1991, owing to imports oF capital goods
and semi-Finished goods in accordance with industrialization,
imports will show relatively high growth.
Then until 1996, the First phase industrialization is com­
pleted, resulting in a drop in import growth rate.
Five years From 2001 will be the start oF the second phase
industrialization oF which the main componentis the steel indus­
try. Imports are expected to rise accordingly.
Imports oF Fertilizer and woodproducts, due to localization
and natural Factors, is considered to remain stable (see Table
3.6)
Regarding petroleum, although demandFor oil product will go
up, the country’s oil reFineries will grow as well. However, as
the supply cannot catch up with the demand, imports oF petroleum
will increase anyway.
3.5.4 _gttinq target For share oF caroo carried by Thai
Fleet
According to the objective oF Sth NESDP,the target share oF
carrying cargo by Thai Flag vessels was set at 15%but the actual
Figure is still lower than the target.
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JICA stated in the report "The Tendency oF Thai Merchant
Marine Development“; in Fact, trade volume, economic environment
and other Factors are aFFecting all the time so in real calcula­
tion this must be taken into account.
Bulk cargo is directly delivered between two countries, so
the improvement is simple.
General cargo and container are mainly on liner service
routes and competition is Fierce. They also go through many
countries, so improvement is not easy.
Consequently, the realistic percentage share by Thai vessels
has been reset by JICA.
Target share oF cargo carried by Thai Vessels(Z)
Type oF Cargo 1991 1996 2001
Dry bulk cargo 13 .21 30
Liquid bulk cargo 13 21 30
General cargo 12 18 25
Container 12 18 25
H .5 Estimation o? Peqmired FleetH
The estimation o$ the required Fleet can be calculated by
using the data From the Forecast oF import and export cargo
volumeand the target For share oF cargo. The calculation detail,
which was done by JICA, is shown in Appendix.
The plan For Fleet expansion oF Thai vessels is shown in
Figure 3.2.
Type oF ship 1991 1996 2001
Bulk Carrier DNT 422,000 738,000 1,143,000
(GET) 234,000 410,000 635,000
Tanker DNT 96,000 223,000 453,000
(GET) 51,000 117,000 238,000
General Cargo DNT 139,000 216,000 275,000
(GET) 57,000 135,000 172,000
Container TEU 3,330 9,500 20,510
(GRT) 57,000 144,000 302,000
Total Gross
Tonnage 429,000 305,000 1_347_000
Q33 :1000 Ton
GRT
2500
Container
Bulk Carrier
2300 1 Tanker
General cargo
1500
1.000 "
500
wax
Fla 3.2 Plan of Fleet Expanalon of Thal Vessel
SOUPCBIOMPC
3.5.6 Estimated AmountoF Thai Fleet
According to statistics FromTable 2.7. at the end oF 198?.
there were 35 Thai ships o? 4.000 gross tonnage and above. oF
which the average GRTis 7.éDO EFT. For the prevention oF error
in estimation, actual GRTare estimated as only 80%oF the Fleet
expansion plan (Fig. 3.2). Using the data From Fig. 3.2, conse­
quently, the class oF Thai ship o$ 4.000 GRT and above would
increase yearly by 8 vessels as shown in the calculation below.
The Fleet expansion plan From year 1??1—1996
GET in 1996 = 806,000 GET
GRT in 1991 = 429,000 ERT
Total GRTincrease (5 years) = 377,000 GRT
80%o? the Fleet expansion plan = 301,666 GRt
Increase GRT per year =_ 60,320 GRT
Average GRT/Vessel = 7,600 GRT
Increase vessel per year 8 vessels
ThereFore, the Fleet projection can be done as in Tab1e.3.7
TABLE 3.? FLEET PROJECTION
YEAR THAI I"LEI.'l' NO. OF SHIPS
(X 109 GRT) OUER4090 GR!
1991 400
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996 B00
1997
1990
1999
2000 104
2001 1300 112
o4uAgQ
T105"-n§£(J
7­p the $a:t or the low share QF cargoes carried by Thai
£159 vessel, the numberp? ¥preign Flag vessels entering Thai
ports is assumed to increase year aFter year. For reFerence, the
number QF ships calling at Bangkok Port in 1988 is c1assiFied by
nationality and ship types. (See Table 3.8)
TABLE 3.8 NUMBEROF CALLS B9 FOREIGN IIAG UESSELS CLASSIFIED B9
NATIONALITY AT BANGKOK PORT IN 1988
no. or can.
mnommv cmmL comm“ 9913:,on}: on. rnmazn mm mm
canoo cnnnnzn ms cnmmzn
mnonmn 19 - - 1 6 26
muwsm 31 2 2 2 4 41
791119717115 17 16 27 6 5 71
smcapon: 142 129 2 133 9 416
cums 297 49 33 7 12 397
HOHGnous - - 19 - 2 12
JAPAN 62 - 5 36 39 142
mm. mom 16 - 1 - — 17
xonrn. sourn 96 - 26 12 15 139
mum: 19 34 19 - 17 79
9494914 9 - 13 7 13 44
nnmsu - 19 7 26 - 52
cmus 54 4 66 1 16 141
nnnm 21 - - 9 7 36
6132914772 19 36 - - 1 55
amen: 33 - 51 6 1 91
1191119 33 99 75 199 3 319
nomuw - - 11 6 - 17
man» 445 379 125 344 95 1379
ussn 159 - 23 3 35 219
OTHERS 262 94 75 3 59 475
1721 951 562 792 320 4155
SOURCE : CUSTOMS DEPARTNDIT . ONPC
COIPLIID DY AUTHOR.
3.6 Shigregairing demandForecast
3.6.1 Estimated Shipregair Demand
The ships which the new repair shipyard would cater to are
those 4,000 GRTand above which have been limited by the present
shipyard.
The management oF the repairing yard should be based on
domestic demands and should make positive eFForts, at the same
time, to consolidate the shipyard to attract repairs oF Foreign
ships. In demandestimation, both Thai ships, as well as Foreign
ships, are considered.
(1) Thai Flag ships
On the basis oF the Fleet reinForcement estimation (Table
3.7 Fleet Projection), the potential demandoF 72 vessels are
expected For 1996 while 112 vessels are expected in 2001.
As docking For survey is required For every 2 years, the
actual demand is expected to be 36 vessels in 1996 and 56 vessels
in 2001.
(2) Foreign Flag ships
OF all Foreign ships, those coming to Thai ports could be
regarded as potential customer due to repairing expenses.
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5;. on. ‘rife-pair‘Fees in Thailand, compa.re=d w1‘.:.“.raeighbcwing c.:.un­
tries, is shownin Table
TRBLE 3.9 REPAIR FEE IN IHAILAND
UNIT : BRHT
COUNTRYmm: IHRIIAHD SINMPORE HONGRONG TRIWIN KOREA
JOB II}!
SENDBIAS! 120 305 189 300 238
PER 58. IFIER SR-2
IINCHORCHAIN 10.000 16.576 10.855 9.500 14.250
RANGE 00!
ran. SHAH’
HITHDRFIHI RENT 250 M. 25.000 68.701 63.244 109.500 82.500
SEOMW! 100 M. GLOBE 1.200 1.895 1.353 1.600 1.375
1N III. (WEE 1.400 2.809 1.826 2.200 1.750
STEEI. HORN’ - 60 87 53 60 65
10 TON. STRAIGHT PER KG
TIINKCLEANINGIN l'.0 80 225 144 165 225
Pm TON CRPRCITY
PIPE HORN: 40.50 III. 920 1.126 1.209 1.350 950
2 FUINGES PER HEIDI
SOURCE : OHPC . DICHANGE RATE USED : 1 USS : 25.0 BM-IT
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Study of New Repair Yard
4.1 The situation oF Thai oort
The BangkokPort, under the Port authority oF Thailand, has
been Thai1and’s major port For more than 40 years. It has grown
and developed in line with the country’s economic and social
development program. However, as international trade is booming
together with the modernity oF transportation methods and Thai­
1and’s tendency to becomean industrial country, only Bangkok,
accommodating ships oF not over 3.2 metres draught, could not
cope with these trends.
The Laem Chabang new deep-sea commercial port was construct­
ed in October 1?S7 and opened For operation in 1990. It is de­
signed to render services to large container ships and bulk
carriers which cannot be accommodated at the Bangkok Port. It is
located at a distance oF about 130 kms. From Bangkok
The major components oF Laem Chabang Port:
TERHINALS
WIITH3 LDIGTH/DEPTH CAPACITY
1 IULTI-PURPOSE IERHIRL 309 n. EACR/11 n.lLI - GENERALCARGOSHIP
OF25.00 D.H.I.
-CMMOTHMWGHUI
0.31 MILLION IONS/YER!
3 conmmrn mnnms see u. men/14 n.BSL* —connmuzn sum or
(1 sum B0)!or so u. 3a,m —59.099 n.u.r.
um: 1,299 a. LONGmm - canco runoucurur
15 n. 1151..pm) 4.5 uumon IONS/YEAR
1 consm rrzmmm. zoo n./6.5 n.|lSL - not-m'si1'csum or '
1,m n.u.r.
- caneo rnnouemr 0.153
uxnuon Ions/mm
1 smuc: non! nmru 109 n./6.5 n.ISl. - smlca D00‘!or 1.090 n.u.r.
2 nan:-nunx rmrmns nmox. 659 n./14 n.nsL —rmocn SHIPor 49,390 n.u.r.
- SUMR -HOIJISSIS SHIP
OF 48.089 D.H.T.
- CORGOIHROUGflPUT2.8
IHLWNTMSNHW
TOTRL CflPfiCIT9 : 7.253 MILLION TON/YEAR
§I$L znmusnaumn.
4.2 Location oF NewRepair Yard
On the proposed location For a shipyard construction, the
Following points have to be taken into consideration:
1) To be in the vicinity oF a major port or main trade route
2) Area to be deep enough For large ships to call
3) To be protected From strong winds and waves
4) Related industries are near by
5) To be ease For site preparation
6) To be apart residential areas (to avoid complaints From
noise and paint spray)
7) Not too Far From sea and air port For receiving material
or ports delivery
From the above, the Laem Chabang area is the most suitable
place since it is adjacent to the deep sea port and the
hinterland is being developed as an industrial zone.
Furthermore, according to the results oF a natural condition
survey during the construction oF the Laem Chanbang deep-sea
port, such as
—meteorological conditions (rainFall, wind)
- oceanographic conditions (tides, waves)
- soil conditions
The area is suitable For a repair shipyard.
4.3 Estimate of Dock Size
According to the report "The Tendency oF Merchant Marine
Development" by the cooperation between MMPCand the JICA,at
present, ships in operation all over the world are standardized
by kinds.
In the below, 32.2 m which is the maximumbreadth that can
pass through the Panamacanal, is adopted For all cases except
that oF a tanker (VLCC). The largest vessels expected would be
40,000 DWT(23,000 GRT) which can use piers oF bulk terminal of
the LaemChabang Port. Therefore, on the basis oF the Fleet rein­
Forcement plan and the trend oF Foreign ships that enter Thai
ports, the requirement is a dock which can be used For repairing
of 40,000 DNTships. Moreover the dock should be left extendible
in order to meet change in Future needs.
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NH HMHHXBNIMH Rfififl
(I. TON) (II-HER)
BULK CARRIER 25.099 168 X 23 ST. LOURENCE
28.000 175 X 26
38.80 180 X 31 HRNDYBULKER
45.009 199 X 32.2
65,909 210 X 32.2 PflHfilfiXFL!!!
120,009 299 X 46 CAPE SIZE
TRHHER 29.990 175 X 29 PRODUCT IRHMER
45.909 185 X 32.2 '
65.000 210 X 32.2 PRNRHHX
85,000 245 X 42 AFRRHRX
250,000 320 X 69 ULCC
CMHMNUI rm
1.590 198 X 32.2
2.299 210 X 32.2
2.799 240 X 32.2
3,388 290 X 32.2
Looking at the world shiprepair industry. the market Fore­
cast published by DrewryShipping Consultants Ltd. indicated that
the majority of dock employment has Fallen in the size between 0­
40,000 DwTas shown in Figure 4.1. Consequently, in the present
need, the 40,000 DHTdock size can be counted as an optimum size
For domestic and international use.
Fig. 4.1
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4.4 Government Measures to Aid in'Shipbui1ding and Shiprepair
The Thai Government, recognizing the importance oF
shipbuilding and repairing industries as the sources o¥
employment and Foreign exchange savings, has issued a number oF
measures to aid the industry.
The measures include
1) Taxation Measures
- import duties exempted From imported materials. machin­
eries and equipment used in building and/or Fepairing
vessels over 60 GET
3\-4
\.r
—sales
- boats built For export,
taxes exempted From income derived From
shipbuilding over 250 GRT
irrespective oF size, are eli­
gible For tax reFund
Financial Assistance
The National bank charges special low interest rates For
discounting oF promissory notes issued by shipyards.
Investment Incentives and Privileges
permission to bring in Foreign experts, technicians and
their dependants;
exemption From import duties and taxes For plant ma­
chineries and equipments which cannot be produced
locally;
exemption From sales taxes on the purchase oF locally
made machines;
exemption From income taxes on dividends;
rights to remit Foreign exchanges out oF the country to
payback etc.loans, investments and dividends;
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In conclusion, iF the reinForcement oF the shipping project
is underway, it will contribute to an increase amount oF Thai
Fleet. Tonnageincrease, consequently, require repair shipyards.
Especially required are Facilities with the capacity to cope with
large ships which would be in good demand by Thai shipping indus­
try in the Future.
Chapter 5
Shiprepair Business
SJ Introduction
The market For shiprepair is a world market in which companies
are competing with one another For repair and maintenance work; ships
can be repaired at any places along their normal route.
only
Factors such as:
cost to owner
- reputation For quality
- turnaround
knowledge o¥ ship
- placement along route
special skills
aH.play a part when an owner decides to put in For repair work.
It is also a highly labour and skill intensive activity with
hmited potential For automation. Much of work is done abroad,
and consists oF removal,inspectnmu repahy reinstanation and test.In
addition, many parts of work are manufactured or rebuflt in-house.
instead oF being purchase new, as in ship construction.
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The quality and availability as well as lower cost oi: the
labour is very important Factor which heavily influenced the
price, quality and turnaround o~Fshiprepair product.
In order to survive in the high competitive market, Thai­
land, with a comparative advantage based on cheap labour cost,
should make ef-Forts to develop the knowledge and skills oF
shipyard manpowers because it is a one mean to -FulFil1 the
requirement o-Fa client in terms o-Freputation For quality.
In this chapter many aspects oi: the shiprepair business
will be discussed.
5.2 Shiprepair Activities
There are -Four certain activities that are commonly per­
Formed in a shiprepair yard:
- Non ship(industrial work)
- Ship conversion
- Unscheduled or emergency and casualty repair
- Scheduled repair (maintenance and inspection of ships)
5.2.1 Non—shi Industrial Work
Shiprepair yards, in the normal course of their operations
become proFicient in steel -Fabrication, welding, boiler repair,
motor overhaul_.. etc. A number oF these skills have trans-Ferabil­
ity to other industries. For examples:
- Drilling plat-Forms required sophisticated welding
—F'ower generating plants need turbines repaired
- A number oF industrial -Firmsneed boilers repairs
This type oF outside activity has been useFu1 in bringing
in revenue during periods oF slack repair volume.
2'13
..u..-_..; Ship Conversion
Conversion o-F ships to increase their size, change their
purpose, etc. is a traditional Function oF a shiprepair yard. It
happens relatively Frequently when new construction costs are
high or new construction yards are busy.
5.2.3 Unscheduled Regair
Planned maintenance or preventive maintenance, such as is
performed by airlines, is not currently typical o-F the shiprepair
industry. Except For inspection and maintenance required by
classification societies, ship comes to be repaired due to a
breakdown in machinery or equipment which cannot be repaired
aboard or put of-F longer. A second reason may be the condition
o-F the ship's bottom which must be cleaned and paint periodically
to achieve greater -Fuel e-F-Ficiency. And -Further, there are re­
pairs caused by casualties_:however_. it has been mentioned that
casualty repairs are a largely unplanable market.
5.2.4 Scheduled Repair (maintenance and inspection oF ship)
Survey For classification or statutory requirements are
part oF this repair and o-Ften these will result in some repair
work being necessary. The basic elements oF the repair work
consists oF ripping out and refitting such as steel, pipe, ma­
chinery or wiring to exist system.
At the present, non ship-industrial work like drilling plat­
Forms or power generating plant are -Far above the exist ability
o-F Thai repair yard to perForm the task. There-Fore, ship con­
version, casualty repair and scheduled repair will represent an
important part o<Fthe shiprepair market. However, their demand
are not divided equally in the market.
According to the Drewry Shipping Consultant Ltd."s report
on the title the "world Shiprepair and Conversion Markets", the
global shiprepair demand by work types have been Forecast to
the year 1995 as shown in Fig. 5.1.
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The scheduled repair demand dominates the highest share in
comparison to ccmversic-n and damaged repair. Cc.r.seque-htly. it will be
wise rat‘ the new Thai established ship\,"ard -For runrning business by
emphasizing on the schedules repair wcn'l:'. F-'urtI'-errnc-re-_. the
sophisticated conversions and modi-Ficatic-h jobs require greater
technical expertise which is not much available in Thailand.
5.2.5 Scheduled Ffeoair work
o’-s the scheduled re-pair wcxrl-' is the t.1«=_.|--110,- the WW
established shipyard to §:.e-r-F-c_-rrrg.Tr.e;—.-e1Cc..-F. ti-.9. Ch-,--ch.”_t1­
-\ - K: L‘. * 1-_ L
o-F this work has to be taken into consideration. In order to be
the guideline For preparation oF manpower.
Work which is normally carried out in drydock can be divid­
ed into 2 parts:
—Normal survey and routine dry dock work
- Normal repair work
The Following items indicate normal survey and routine
drydock and repair work as well as its description.
Normal survey and routine work
1. Anchor and chain
a) Range anchor chains For examination including discon­
nection at bitter ends, re-stow
b) All shackle pins to be remove (For examination and
overhaul
c) Open all shackles and connecting patent links, recon­
nect renewing all lead plug. Harden up all patent
links and anchor pin
d) Cable to be calibrated For special survey.
2. Chain locker and Tank I
Chain locker and tank to be cleaned out and coated.
3. Bottom and intermediate sea valves
Open up -For survey, grind, repack and close.
4. Anode on hull
Install anodes on hull and seachests, including removal
o~Fdepleted anodes
5. Rudder
a) Check and record top and bottom bush clearances
b) Cleaning and pressure testing
6. Tailshaft
a) Draw in tailsha<Ft For survey, clean, calibrate and
reFit
b) TailshaFt wear-down to be taken and recorded
7. F'ropeller
a) F'ropeller to be cleaned and polished
b) Blades to be crack-detected
8. Hull and Topside
a) Cleaning
b) SurFace preparation (sand blasting)
c) F'ainting
d) Hull marlxing
:0 Li~Fting equipment
Inspection, overhaul and load test have to be carried out
10. Echo sounder and speed log unit
Checking
11. Main Switchboard
Cleaning and checking
Normal repair work
1. Hull structure repairs (steel work)
2. Pipe renewals
;~. Machinery overhaul or reconditioning
4. Boiler repairs
5. Instrumentation and control reFurbishing
6. Electrical repairs
5.3 Manpower Consideration
According to the discussion in the previous section, the
various kinds o-F work have to be done in the scheduled repair
which lead to the requirement o-F a number o-F types o-F skilled
workers.
The -Following is a listing o-F the most critical shiprepairing
tradesmen:
1. Welders : makes or repairs structures or parts, using
gas or electric welding equipment. soldering equipment.
gas or electric cutting equipment etc.
2. ShipFitters : lays out and Fits up metal structure parts
(such as plates, bullaheads, and Frames) and maintains
them in position For welding.
3.
4I
U1 . Machinist (inside)
LoFtsmen lays out lines oF a ship to Full scale on the
mold loFt Floor and constructs templates and molds to
be used as patterns and guides For layout and Fabrica­
tion oF various structural parts oF ships.
F'ipeFitters : Fabricates, lays out, installs, and main
tains ships’ piping systems such as steam heating,
water, hydraulic. air pressure, and lubrication systems,
using handtools and ship machines (may also perForm pipe
welding).
sets up and operates machine tools
as well as Fits or assembles parts to make or repair
metal parts, tools or machines.
Machinist (outside) : installs ship machinery such as
propulsion machinery, au:-<i1iarymotors, pumps, ventilat­
ing equipment and steering gear.
Electrician installs and repairs wring. -Fi>-ztures,and
equipment For all electrical services aboard ship.
Electronics mechanic works on various types oF elec­
tronic equipment to put it in repaired operating condi­
tion.
9. Rigger/Crane operator : installs and repairs rigging and
weight handling gear, attaches hoists and handling gear
to rigging_..and operates cranes and other mobile mate­
rial handling equipment to liFt_. move and position
machinery, equipment structural parts and other heavy
loads aboard ships (may also called operating engineers).
10. Sheetmetal mechanic : Fabricates, assembles, installs and
repairs sheet metal.
11.Blaster/F'ainter : prepares surFaces ~Forcoating by abra­
sive blasting, mixes and applies paint or other coating
materials For protective and decorative purpose by
means o-F spray gun_..brush, roller or immersion.
12. Carpenter : ‘Fabricates and assembles wooden structures,
gratings_. keel blocks and shorings.
‘A
work. practices, work responsibilities and trade divisions
vary between shipyards. However, all actual repairing work within
a shipyard -Fall into the domain oF trades such as those listed
above.
5.4 Labor guality
The quality and availability of the labor Force is very
important Factors in running business which high competitive like
the shiprepair industry.- Lower labor quality will increase aver­
age cost and may change the optimum production rate. There­
Fore, there is a necessity to educate and train all levels oF
shipyard’s wor|-:er in the production department which responsible
-For obtaining the best productivity For the entire repair worl::.
Generally, the workers in the production Fields can be divided
into 3 categories:
1. Skill worker (various trade as stated earlier)
Foreman (work leader)
Repair Engineer (supervisor)
D-Fthese categories For shiprepair in Thailand, the most
critical, in terms oF shortage, is the repair engineer. There­
-Fore, the intention on‘: this paper will Focus only on upgrading
this group who will assist and instruct as well as supervise to
the other 2 groups oF yard workzers. Furthermore, the repair
engineer can be subdivided into 3 main groups according to the
characteristics oF shiprepair works, namely
- Hull repair
- Machinery repair
- Electrical repair
In the Following section o-F this chapter, the main section
of upgrading the repair engineer are Further discussed because
there are another 3 parties, namely a shipowner, a classification
society and a regulatory agency who involve in the shiprepair
business and play an important role -For approving the Finished
product -From shiprepair yard. Consequently, it is necessary to
study the requirement From those 3 parties in order to obtain
all necessary scope o-Feducation and training areas.
5.5 Shigowner reguirement
AFter an owner has contracted with a shipyards, he has
already clearly laid down general terms and conditions at the
commencement o-F his repair/drydocluting specification. Every speci­
~Fication will also reFlect an owner view oF what is technically
necessary -For the sa-Fe, eF-Ficient operation o-Fhis ships.
In addition an owner will organize his inspection team and
designates his representative who will reside at the shipyard
during the repair period. All kinds oF inspection is intended to
ensure through identification and notification o-F apparent deFi­
ciencies, that the yard repairs the vessels in accordance with
the requirement oF repair contract.
On the other hand, the shipyard must have quality control
inspection Force of it own to ensure the quality o'F workmanship
and material oi‘ the yard and at vendor’s plants as necessary.
Failure on the part oF the yard to provide these sa~Feguards
shall not later become a claim -For delay in delivery i-F worl='man­
ship or material is rejected by the owner.
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The Following items are some standard example oF owner
conditions which extracted ‘From repair speciFication oi: the F‘ 84 0
Ship Management Ltd.
1. while this specification is made as thorough and com
plete as possible, it is to be clearly understood that
all repair items are to be carried out to the entire
satisFaction o-Fthe owner’s representative.
It is to be understood by the contractor (shipyard) that
all repair items herein specified must be carried out
and completed in all details and that the workmanship
and material must be oF the best quality throughout and
conForm to those now in the vessel, except where
otherwise mentioned, and also meet the requirement o-F
this specification and/or classi-Fication rules. In no
case will replacement material oF‘\less weight or thick­
ness than the original be allowed.
3. Owner will gas-Free and clean all cargo tanks, pump
rooms, co-F-Ferdamsoi‘ the vessel, as Far as practicable,
prior to delivering her into the contractor’s yard. The
contractor shall keep said compartment and pumps or
piping Free From explosive and/or dangerous gas and/or
gases during the repair and/or alterations.
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4. The owner representative has the right to reject any
equipment he considers deFective_. which the contractor
may use to eFFect repairs in cargo tanks/machinery
spaces with particular reFerence to oxygen/acetylene
hoses and auxiliary lighting.
5. In the case oF vessel’s machinery, equipment or Fittings
such as winches, rigging, pipe lines, etc. being used by
contractor, he shall be held responsible For any damage
resulting From such use.
6. No extras will be allowed in this contract unless agreed
to by the owners" representative in writing.
7. The contractor is to protect the owners oF the vessel
From claims For workmen injured during the execution oF
the contractor, and From any claims or Fines against
the vessel or her owner through the contamination oF
the harbor by Fuel oil during the progress oF the
repairs directly attributed to the contractor"s labour.
3. The waiving oF any oF the clauses oF the contractor
the
DI‘
granting oF any extension oF time on any one or
more items cover by this contract, shall not abrogate
the contract as a whole, nor shall it relieve the con­
tractor From the obligation oF complying with all other
items and conditions o-Fthe contractor in the time and
manner speci-Fied.
9. No work on this specification is to be undertaken prior
to discussion between the owner"s representative and
the contractor.
10. The contractor is required to submit a bar chart showing
the planed work schedule For all items, as soon as the
work: is awarded.
11.All large machinery items, pipes, service hoses, etc. to
pass through the engine room top hatch. This is For
the purpose oF maintaining the vessel’s sta-I‘-F"s privacy
and present state oF accommodation cleanliness and
habitability.
5.6 Classification Societies and Regulatory Agencies
The principal maritime nations have established classifica­
tion societies in order to improve vessel saFety. Although the
original purpose was to ascertain the relative risk o-F insuring
speci-Fic vessels, and are oFten closely coordinate with a gov­
ernment regulatory agency. Classification societies generally
publish rules -For the design, construction, and maintenance of
vessels. It also Facilitate documentation and saFety regulation
by government.
'.V
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The -Followinglist are classification representative of-Fice
in Thailand:
- Lloyd"s register oF shipping
- American Bureau oF Shipping
*3
- Bureau Veritas
—Germanischer Lloyd
Nippon Kaigi Ngokai
- Det Norslge Veritas
An operator is not required to have a ship classified. IF
it is not, however, certain government agencies will have to
satis-Fied that the ship meets safety criteria be-Fore it can be
documented and a various saFety certi-Ficate issued. A classi-Fi­
cation surveyor will occasionally be on site For repairing pro­
grams. Their purpose is to ensure that the vessel is repaired in
accordance with the classifications for which the owner has
applied. Items within their cognizance included the structural
strength oF the ship, the installation o-F certain equipment, such
as anchor, and reliability o-Fmachinery.
In order to maintain the classification, the ship is in­
spected in dry dock For corrosion, chafing, or distortion o~F the
shell plating, stern-Frame, or rudder. Special surveys are also
conducted at periodic intervals. This inspection varies with the
age of the ship.
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In addition to classification society inspection, government
agencies inspect merchant vessels to assure that they are
maintained according to published rules. E-FForts have been made
to avoid overlaps between classification society and regulatory
body inspections. F'rimary areas oF regulatory body saFety in­
volvement included stability, Fire protection, machinery_.. and
electrical system saFety_. hazardous and polluting substance
control, li~Fesaving equipment and navigation and communication
equipment. In Thailand, merchant vessel sa-Fety inspection is
carried out by the Harbor Department.
Surveyors are generally experienced and will be able to assess
the extent oF knowledge oF shiprepair yard personnel. ThereFore_. it
is important that rules and regulation For these surveys are under­
stood by shipyard personnel.
CHAPTER 6
The Structure of Education and Training For a Repair Engineer
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of .this paper is to propose the upgrading
courses For a repair engineer in order to improve the quality and
the productivity and e¥Fectiveness oF Thai shipyard to meet the
present need in shiprepairing industry in Thailand.
The course matierials will be designed in accordance with
two principles. Fristly, to identiFy the basis entry requirement
and target group For the course, and secondly, to speciFy the
technical content and levels oF knowledgeand skills necessary to
meet the objective of the upgrading shiprepair courses.
Each up-grading shiprepair course will consist oF two parts
i.e. a course-Framework and a course outline
The course Frameworkwill state:
- the course objective;
- the standard requirement (i.e. the entry qualiFications
need For participants to attend the course).
The course outline will present the individual course in
terms of subject areas and learning details.
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However, the Further details in the up-grading shipyard
course will be presented in the next section. In this section,
education institutions in the Fields related to ship repair are
studied in order to identiFy the target group For each course.
6.2 The Present Status
Educational related to shiprepairing oF Thailand today are
devided into the higher educational institutions as institutions
For engineer and vocational training institutions as training
institutions For skilled workers. For the purpose oF this study
will discuss only the higher educational level.
There are two universities, Songkla and Chulongkorn, which
oFFer the mechanical engineering program related to shiprepair­
ing. OneoF the objective oF those two universities is to pro­
duce mechanical engineers at the bachelor degree level eith
theoretical, practical and design knowledge in marine technology.
The Four—yearcourse consist oF engineering subjects, Free
electives and the basic sciences as well as humanities and social
sciences. A numberoF elective subjects are available in the
Final year to permit students to specialize in the chosen Fields.
Furthermore, the vocational training oF not less than six weeks
are also included in the degree requirement in order to provide
the graduates with solid practical background.
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The mechanical engineering curriculum oF each university is
based on the Following structure :
Course Structure Credits
Songkla Chula
A. General Subjects 56 42
Social Science 6 6
Humanities 6 6
Language 9 6
Science & Mathematics 35 24
B. Engineering Subjects 90 100
Core Subjects 35 23
Technical Subjects 55 77
C. Free Electives 3 3
T o t a l 149 145
The program oF study oF both universities are shown in the
Appendix.
However, when look closely to the curriculums, the graduates
can not directly becomea repair engineer For a shipyard due to
there are still some lack of basic knowledge and skills in
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various matters such as methodsof ship repair, ship-related
regulations as well as safety and pollution aspects in connection
with shiprepairing.
The ro osal of u - radin for a re air en ineer
‘.46­
6.3.1. Introduction to the course
The course is designed to enhance or supplement the existing
education and training for personnel whowill be a repair engi­
neer of a shipyard.
All learning subject areas ofthe courses will derive from
the repair work specification which normally carried out during
the scheduled dry—dockingrepair in order to fulfil the shipown­
ers as well as classification societies and regulatory agencies.
a
Aspects covered the technical content and levels of knowl­
edge and skills necessary to perform the repair works including
safety and anti—pollution measures. The objective and entry
standard of the course will also be presented. However, the
course have not indicated the asessment of the time which should
be alloted to each learning subject area due to the limitation of
the author’s experience. Furthermore, the educational back­
grounds of the trainees in repairing subject will vary from group
to group. ThereFore, it must be appreciate that these
allocations will be done by the person who interest.
6.4 UD-aradino course For hull repair6-4-1
Objective :
The course should enable those successfully completing
it to:
1) plan, organize or implement, repair works by the
shipowner;
2) monitor the conduct oF repair works without pol­
luting the environment and most saFely;
3) inspect or test the materials, structure and other
equipment in respect of which a repair work is to
be done;
4) understand the procedures oF surveys or inspec­
tions oF the repair works required by c1assiFica­
tion societies and regulatory bodies.
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Entry standard
L.
The course is open to:
1)
6.4.2
The graduates From Songkla University in marine
engineering but who have passed the technical
elective, subjects in naval architecture, ship
strength, ship mechanics and ship design according
to the program oF study in previous section;
The graduates From Chulangkorn University in
engineering (programe in marine technology);
ChieF engineers, naval architechs or qualified
marine engineers;
The existing hull repair engineers oF a shipyard;
The person who hold any equivalent qua1iFication
as one ot the above categories and have experience
related to the hull repair oF ships.
Course outline
Subject area
Introduction;
Hull Material;
Metal Processes;
Piping;
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT);
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(6) Anchor and Chain;
(7) Rudder;
(3) Sea Water, Fuel Oil and Steam System on board a
cargo vessel as well as Cargo System for oil
tanker;
(9) Bilge Pumping System;
(10) Monitoring the condition of painted surface;
(11) Paints;
(12) Standard in Painting;
(13) Steel Surface Preparation;
(14) Faint Application;
(15) Control and Control Equipment in Painting;
(16) Underwater Hull Surface Finish;
(17) Safety and Health in Shiprepairing;
(18) Anti-Pollution measures;
(19) Basic Fire Fighting;
(20) Shiprepair Administration.
Learning details in the subject a:eas.
(1) Introduction
(1.1) The role of the International Maritime
Organization (IMD);'
(1.1.1) The certificates required under IMO regu­
lations of a cargo vessels with respect
to: SOLAS, MARFDL,Load Line and Tonage
Measurement;
(1.2) The role oF International Labor Organiza­
tion;
(1.3) The International Association oF C1asiFi­
cation Societies (IACS);
(1.3.1) The principles o¥ the classiFication so­
cieties;
(1.3.2) The survey work oF classiFication socie­
ties For governmentseFFects their rela­
tionship with shipowners;
(1.3.3) Preparation For surveys.
(2) Hull materials
(2.1) Steel making processes;
(2.2) Types oF shipbuilding steels:
- low carbon,
- mild,
—ordinary-strength steel,
- higher carbon and other alloy steels;
(2.3) The properties 3F steels:
- strength and ductility,
- Fracture toughness,
- Fatigue strength,
-corrosion resistance;
(2.4) The commercial grades oF steels and their
requirements:
- manufacturing process,
- chemical composition,
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(3)
(2.5)
- tensile and impact test,
- heat treatment;
Other type of shipbuilding metal and their
properties:
- alluminium and alluminium alloys.
Metal Processes
(3.1)
(3.1.1)
(3.1.2)
(3.1.3)
Welding;
The characteristics oF the Fusion welding:
- heat source intensity,
- heat input rate,
- shielding,
- weld metal metallurgical eFFects;
Welding processes:
- gas welding,
- electric resistance welding,
- other welding.processes: electroslag,
electrogas thermit, laser and electron
beam welding,
- soldering and brazing;
welding inspection:
- the various deFects associated with
welding and required counter measures:
I slag inclusion,
I lack oF Fusion,
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-1­ incomplete penetration,
X surface defects,
-1­ solidification crack,
*­ lamellar tearing,
*­ porosity,
-1­ hydrogen-included cracking,
- some vital points in connection with a
check list For welding inspection:
X the preparation beFore welding,
X the conditions during welding,
X the conditions aFter welding,
X the use oF the correct consumables;
(3.2) Cutting
(3.2.1) Mechanical cutting:
- shears For havier, structural steel,
—saws For sheet metal,
Thermal cutting:
- gas cutting,
- plasma arc cutting
Forming
3.3.1) Mechanical technique:
- rolls,
- presses,
(4)
(3.3.2)
(3.4)
Piping
(4.1)
(4.1.1)
(4.1.2)
(4.1.3)
(4.2)
- shape bender;
Thermal technique (Flame bending);
Distortion removal
Material and speciFication of machinery
piping:
Piping materials and their application
uses on board
- carbon and carbon manganese steel
- copper and copper alloy,
- grey cast iron,
cast iron or
- nodular Ferritic type
(special graphite cast iron),
- nodular cast iton oF Ferritic/peralitic
and pearlitic type,
- plastic pipe;
The standard ahd codes applicable to the
piping system on board and accepted by a
classification society as well as an admi­
nistration;
The purpose of hydrostatic test of piping
before and after installation on board;
Piping processes:
- cutting,
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(5)
(6)
(7)
—edge preparation For joining,
—hole and contour cutting,
- Flange Fitting and welding
- bending
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)
(5.1)
Anchor
(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
Rudder
(7.1)
(7.2)
The main purpose and method oF NDTas well
as advantages and disadvantages and appli­
cation oF the di€Ferent methods DF NDT:
- visual,
- radiography,
- ultrasonic,
- magnetic practical,
- dye penetrant.
and chain
Anchor system;
Anchorcharacteristic;
Type oF anchors;
Anchor chain;
Determination of anchor and chain sizes;
Anchor handling arrangements;
Anchor storage.
Type 0F rudders;
Rudder structure and supports.
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(8) Sea water, Fuel oil and steam systems on board
cargo ship as well as system For oil tanker
(8.1) Sea water system
(8.1.1) The Fitting arrangement oF sea valves oF
the ship’s steel plate;
(B.1.2) The inspection oF sea chest at periodical
survey;
(8.2) Fuel oil system;
LB.2.1) The overF1ow or relieF valve arrangments
to prevent over presure in any part oF the
system;
(B.2.-) The material oF pipes, valves and Flexible
pipes use For the system
(8.3) Steam system
(B.3.1) The selection oF steam pipes and Fitting
and the additional For high-pressure steam
pipes;
The arrangement oF pressure—reduction
valves in the piping system;
(8.4) Cargo system For oil tanker;
(B.4.1) The material and wall thickness require­
ments For cargo pipe;
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(B.4.2) The examination oF cargo tank venting
arrangement with respect to connection,
protections and positioning oF pressure/
vacuum valves.
(9) Bilge pumping system on board cargo vessel
(9.1)
(9.2)
(10)
(10.1)
(10.2)
The arrangement oF bilge suction pipe in
machinery spaces and the diameter require­
ment oF various pipes:
- bilge main,
- branch bilge suction,
- direct bilge suction,
- emergency bilge suction;
The valve or other arrangements to prevent
accidental Flooding From the sea or From
other compartments oF machinery spaces,
cargo holds, deep tanks or between com­
partments.
Monitoring the condition oF paintied surFaces
The method oF assessing the coating condi­
tion oF the visible part oF the underwater
hull;
The theory oF corrosion;
(10.3)
(10.4)
(11) Paints
(11.1)
(11.2)
(11.3)
The use oF cathodic protection, by means
oF either impressed current or sacricial
anodes;
The calculation methods oF:
—the immersed surFace area oF the ship,
- the service period beFore the next dry
docking,
- the mass oF anode required to protect
the underwater hull.
The main components oF a paint
The purpose oF:
- binders,
—pigments,
- extenders/Fillers,
- solvents, thinners;
The principal Features oF:
- alkyd paints,
- butiminous paints,
- chlorinated rubber paints,
—vinyl tar paints,
- epoxy/epoxy tar paints,
- polyurathene paints,
- shop primers;
B0
(13)
(11.4)
(11.5)
The calculation OFthe theoritical cover­
ing capacity in sq.meter/litre when the
precentage OF solid by volume and the Film
thickness ara known;
The calculation OF the cost OF paint per
sq.meter when the details required in
(9.4) and the cost/litre are known.
Standard in painting
(12.1) The international standard OF surFace
condition, surFace preparation and paint
condition;
The standards For evaluation and degrada­
tion OFpaint coatings.
Steel surFace preparation
(13.1)
(13.4)
The importance OF ridding steel surFaces
OF:
- mill scale,
—rust,
- Foreign matter such as water-soluble
salts,
- welding Flax;
The cleaning method used;
The cleaning OFa steel surFace prior to
paint application,
Dry and wet blast cleaning equipment;
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(14)
(13.5)
(13.6)
(13.7)
(13.3)
Paint application
(14.1)
(14.2)
(14.3)
(14.4)
The abrasives in current use;
The operation of blast cleaning equipment,
both as blast operator and as filler;
The method of wet blasting by:
—water injection or slurry,
- water curtain or water shroud,
- abrasive ejection,
- high pressure water jetting
Hand tool equipment.
(1 hour)
The advantages and disadvantages of dif­
ferent application methods;
The best application method to be used in
specified situations;
How different dry film thickness are
achived by use of brush, roller and air­
less spray:
The correctt use of an airless spray,
including how to:
- make the pump ready for use,
- handle the equipment,
- operate the pumpand use the gun cor­
rectly,
- clean and store the equipment;
(15)
(16)
(14.5)
(14.6)
(14.7)
Control,
(15.1)
(15.3)
(15.4)
Underwater
(16.1)
(16.2)
(16.3)
(16.4)
The eFFects oF the incorrect use oF an
airless pump;
The danger in using high build coating
with regard to solvent relention and the
risk oF bubble Formation;
The causes oF bubble Formation.
Control equipment in painting
The circumstances in which water may con­
dense on a surFace;
The precautions to be taken when condensa­
tion may occur;
The measuring oF:
- air temperature,
- relative humidity,
- steel temperature;
wet orThe measuring oF the dry Film
thickness.
hull surFace Finish
The measuring oF the surFace roughness oF
a ship’s hull;
The Factors which inF1uence surFace rough­
ness;
The cause and eFFect oF sandwish coating;
The action to take in order to avoid roug­
FIESS .
(17) SaFety and health in shipping
SaFety measures For accident prevention in the
Following area:
(17.1) Work in conFined spaces and dangerous
atmospheres;
(17.2) Workwith dangerous and irritating sub
stances and reditions;
(17.3) Workon boilers, engines and machinery oF
vessels;
(17.4) Electricity;
(17.5) Pressure plant;
(17.6) Welding, Flame cutting and other hot work;
(17.7) Abrasive blasting;
(17.8) Other work
- Installating piping,
- Installating appliances,
- work both anchors and anchor chain;
(17.9) ScaFFolding and staging;
(17.10) LiFting appliances;
(17.11) Protection against Falls oF objects;
(17.12) Protection against Falls oF person;
(17.13) Workingchlotes and personal protective
equipment;
(17.14) Medical supervision and First aid.
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(18)
(18.1)
(18.2)
Anti-pollution measures
Measures For preventing water pollution:
1) Shipyard seawage,
2) Drydock eFFluent,
3) Boiler cleaning effluent,
4) Engine room bilge water;
Other anti-pollution measures;
1) Noise,
2) Atmospheric pollution,
3) Solid wastes.
(19) Fire Fighting
(19.1) Basic principles;
(19.2) Breathing aparatus;
(19.3) Portable Fire extinguisher;
(19.4) Rescue oF injured personal;
(19.5) Detection and measuring oF hazardous gas.
Note: (No. (19.2) - (19.5) include practical training).
20) Ship repair administration
(20.1) Planning and preparation oF repair work
- preparation oF bids/tenders,
- the evaluation allocation of manpower
requirements,
- the yard’s specification with a detailed
work description,
- the yard’s preparation
(20.2) Organizational and administration;
- layout oF yard,
- yard organization,
- division of responsibility and authoriw
tY.~
- the co-operation of the ship and yard’s
management team.
6.5 Upgrading Course For Machinery Repair
6.5.1 Course Framework
Objective
The course should enable those successFully completing
it to:
a
plan, organize or implement, repair works by the
shipowner;
monitor the conduct oF repair works without pol­
luting the environment and most safely;
inspect or test the materials, structure and other
equipment in respect oF which a repair work is to
be done;
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4) understand the procedures of surveys or inspec­
tions oF the repair works required by c1assiFica­
tion societies and regulatory bodies.
Entry standard
The course is open to:
1) The graduates From Songkla University in marine
engineering but who have passed the technical
elective subjects in naval architecture, ship
strength, ship mechanics and ship design according
to the program of study in previous section;
The graduates From Chulangkorn University in
engineering (programe in marine technology);
ChieF engineers, or qua1iFied marine engineers;
The existing hull repair engineers oF a shipyard;
The person whohold any equivalent qualification
as one ot the above categories and have experience
related to the hull repair oF ships.
6.5.2 Course outline
Subject area
(1) Introduction;
(2) Non-Destructive Testing (NDT);
B7
Learning
(1)
Pump;
Compressed air system;
Boiler and pressure vessels;
Turbine;
Diesel Engine;
Gearing arrangements;
ShaFting_arrangements;
Propeller;
Steering gear system;
Anchor handling machinery;
SaFety and health in shiprepairing;
Anti—po11ution measures;
Basic Fire Fighting;
Shiprepair adminstration.
details in the subject area
Introduction
(1.1)
(1.1.1)
(1.2)
The role oF the International Maritime
Organization (IMO);
The certificates required under IND regu­
lations oF a cargo vessels with respect
to: SDLAS, MARPOL,Load Line and Tonage
Measurement;
The role of International Labor Organiza­
tion;
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(1.3) The International Association oF ClasiFi­
cation Societies (IACS);
(1.3.1) The principles oF the classiFication so­
cieties;
(1.3.2) The survey work of classification socie­
ties For governmentseFFects their rela­
tionship with shipowners;
(1.3.3) Preparation For surveys.
(2) Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)
(2.1) The main purpose and method oF NDTas well
as advantages and disadvantages and appli­
cation oF the diFFerent methods oF NDT:
- visual,
- radiography,
- ultrasonic,
- magnetic practical,
- dye penetrant.
u
(3) Pump
(3.1) The overhauland inspection procedures on
the Following types DF pumps
- centifucal pump,
—screw and gear pump,
- displacement (piston) pump;
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(4)
(3.2)
3.2.1)
The bilge pumping system
The compartments which are to be connected
to the bilge pumping arrangement;
The calculaation oF the capacuty oF a
bilge pump;
The required number oF bilge pumps and
their location For a carge ships.
Compressed air system
(4.1) The examination and testing oF air com­
p|"ESSOl" and emergency air compressor‘
including air valves
Eiler and pressure vessels
The hidraulic pressure testing;
The inspection oF boiler Foundations and
stays and boiler mountings;
The mounting, alarm and saFety systems of
boilers;
The kinds oF damage to be expected and the
possible repair procedures For the steam
drum;
The inspection and possible damage oF
superheaters with respect to
- deposits on and corrosion of headers and
lubes,
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(6) Turbine
(6.1)
(6.2)
- thermal cracks and high—temperature
creep cracks;
Someacceptance For deFormation.
The measurement and testing For turbine
with respect to:
—vibration,
- turbine rotor and bearing,
—governer system,
- monitoring and alarm system,
—saFety system;
The abnormal indications observed during
operation, cause oF Failure and repair For
Following deFects oF the steam turbine
components:
- excessive wear oF turbine thrust bear­
ings,
- excessive wear and cracks oF
journal/bearings,
- bent turbine rotor,
- Failure oF single blade, blades-row wise
and stationary nozzles,
- deposits on blade and nozzles,
- erosion oF low-pressure turbine blades,
shrouds and rims;
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(7)
(6.3)
Diesel
(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)
(7.3.1)
The types oF damagethat critically aFFect
the Functioning oF steam turbines.
Engine
The inspection oF engine alignment
- metal chocking,
- tightening oF bolts,
- crankshaFt alignment;
The overhaul inspection and repair method
oF diesel engine components
—bedplates and Frames,
- reversing gear,
- starting air system,
- cylender cover,
- cylinder liner,
- pistons and piston rods,
- connecting rods, crossheads and top end
bearings,
- bottom end bearing and crankpins,
- main bearings and journals,
- drive For camshaFt and attachments,
- Fuel oil system,
- turbo-charging arrangement;
Testing, including sea trials
The testing oF monitoring and alarm saFety
systems
- parameters to be checked,
- vibration,
—reversing oF propulsion engine,
—protection against noise;
(8) Gearing arrangements
(8.1) The damages Frequently experienced oF the
‘gearing in service and repair methods
- wear,
- surFace Fatigue,
—plastic Flow,
- Fracture oF teeth;
(9) ShaFting arrangements
(9.1) The inspection oF propeller shaFt taper
part with respect to:
—crack detection method,
- type oF damageFrequently experienced,
- repair oF damage
(9.2) The inspection*oF propeller shaFt with
respect to:
—damage oF shaFt and shaFt liner;
(9.3) The inspection oF shaFt sealing arrange­
ment in stern tube;
(9.4) The inspection oF stern tube bearing and
allowable clearences For oil and water
lubricated shaFt;
(9.5)
The shaFt allignment checking by gap and
sag, jack-up and disadvantages oF each
method;
The precaution to which attention has to
be paid during 5haFt allignment control.
(10) Propeller
(10.1)
(10.2)
(10.3
(10.4)
(10.5)
The inspection oF propeller Fitting to the
shaFt with respect to:
- shape and Finishing oF tail shaFt taper,
Contact area and non-contact band,
- Friction coeFFicient and surFace pres­
sure,
- maximumequivalent uniaxial stress For
Fitting with key or keyless propeller,
- pull-up distance,
—key and keyway arrangement;
deFormationThe corrosion, erosion and
oFten Found on the propeller blades and
the cause oF these types oF damage;
The cracks oFten Found in the blade and
bosses oF propellers:
- stress corrosion,
- Fatigue cracks;
Non-destructivel testing as used For
propeller inspection;
The repairing oF propeller by welding with
respect to:
- location oF welding works,
- qualiFication test oF weld,
- preparation oF weld,
- preheating,
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(11)
(12)
(13)
- stress-relieving,
- welding method and procedures;
(10.6) The repair method For straightening of
propeller blade;
(10.7) The balancing oF propeller blade;
Steering gear system
(11.1) The pressure testing oF the piping system,
pumpsand actuators;
(11.2) The examination of electrical arrangements
of steering system
—cable installation,
—protection oF circuits and motor;
Anchor handling machinery
SaFety and health in shipping
Safety measures For accident prevention in the
Following area: _
(13.1) work in conFined spaces and dangerous
atmospheres;
(13.‘) Workwith dangerous and irritating sub
stances and radiations;
(13.3) work on boilers, engines and machinery of
vessels;
(13.4) Electricity;
(13.5) Pressure plant;
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(14)
(13.6)
(13.7)
(13.8)
(13.9)
(13.10)
(13.11)
(13.14)
Welding, Flame cutting and other hot work;
Abrasive blasting;
Other work
- Installating piping,
- Installating appliances,
- work both anchors and anchor chain;
ScaFFo1ding and staging;
LiFting appliances;
Protection against Falls oF objects;
Protection against Falls oF person;
working clothes and personal protective
equipment;
Medical supervision and First aid.
Anti-pollution measures
(14.1)
(14.2)
Measures For preventing water pollution:
1) Shipyard sewage,
2) Drydock eFF1uent,
3) Boiler cleaning eFFluent,
4) Engine room bilge water;
Other anti-pollution measures;
1) Noise,
2) Atmospheric pollution,
3) Solid wastes.
(15) Fire Fighting
(15.1) Basic principles;
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(15.2)
(15.3)
(15.4)
(15.5)
Note: (No.
Er eathing apparatus;
Portable Fire extinguisher;
Rescue oF injured personal;
Detection and measuring oF hazardous gas.
.2) - (15.5) include practical training).
(16) Ship repair administration
(16.1)
(16.2)
Planning and preparation oF repair work
Dr
preparation oF bids/tenders,
the evaluation allocation oF manpower
requirements,
the yard’s specification with a detailed
work description,
the yard’s preparation
ganizational and administration;
layout of yard,
yard organization,
division oF responsibility and authori­
tv.
the co-operation oF the ship and yard’s
management team.
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6.5 Upqradinq Course For Electrical Repair6-6-1
Objective
The course should enable those successfully completing
it to:
1)
4)
plan, organize or implement, repair works by the
shipowner;
monitor the conduct oF repair works without
polluting the environment and most saFe1y;
inspect or test the materials, structure and other
equipment in respect oF which a repair work is to
be done;
understand the procedures of surveys or
inspections oF the repair works required by
c1assiFication societies and regulatory bodies.
Entry standard
The course is open to:
1) Chief Engineers, qualified marine engineers or electri­
cal engineers.
2) Theexisting electrical repair engineers oF a ship
yard.
H 2/ The person who hold equivalent qualiFication as one oF
the above categories and have experience related to the
electrical repair oF ships.
6-6-2_
Subject areas
(1)
(4)
Introduction
Electrical system oF ships
Elements in saFety concept For electrical
installations
The electrical hazard in zones with high risk oF
Fires and explosion
Insulation Resistance Testing
Main generators
Main and emergency switchboards
Motor
Steering gear
Cables
SaFety and health in shiprepairing
Anti-pollution measures
Basic Fire Fighting
Shiprepair administration
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Learning details in the subject areas
(1)
(1.1)
(1.1.1)
(1.3)
(1.3.1)
(2.1)
(2.2)
Introduction
The role of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO);
The certificates required under IND regu­
lations oF a cargo vessels with respect
to: SDLAS, MARPUL,Load Line and Tonnage
Measurement;
The role oF International Labor
Organization;
The International Association oF
ClassiFication Societies (IACS);
The principles of the classiFication
societies;
The survey work of classiFication
societies For governments eFFects their
relationship with shipowners;
Preparation For surveys.
Electrical system of ships
Main system
Separate and independent emergency system
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(3)
(4)
Elements in safety concept for electrical
installation
Passive safety measures;
Active safety measures;
Componentquality or reliability level;
'Redundancy
Circuit protection;
Erroneous operation;
Safety earthing;
Personal protection;
Fire prevention
The electrical hazard in zones with high risk of
fires and explosions
(4.1) Hazardous areas aboard ship;
(4.2) Electrical equipment safe for use in
hazardous areas‘
(4.2.1) Certification of safe equipment;
(4.2.2) The methods for making equipment safe:
- flame-proof joint,
- pressurized equipment,
- sand-filled equipment,
- oil-filled equipment;
(4.3) The inspection and testing of electrical
equipment in hazardous areas.
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(6)
(7)
(8)
Installation resistance testing
(5.1)
(5.2)
The criteria For insulation resistance;
The methods oF testing.
Main generators
(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
Generator load test;
Generator parallel operation;
Generator synchronization;
Interlock system;
Auto connection system;
Auto connection oF emergency generator.
Main and emergency switchboards
(7.1)
(7.2)
Dvercurrent release;
Short circuit release;
Reverse voltage release;
Dthers loads(trippifig oF non-essential
etc.).
Starting arrangements;
Cooling arrangements;
Insulation resistance;
Earthing arrangements;
Protective relay settings.
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(9)
(11)
Steering gear
(9.1) Motor overload alarm;
(9.2) Main supply Failure alarm on bridge;
(9.3) Phase Failure alarm;
(9.4) Automatic resistant upon restoration oF
voltage aFter a "blackout";
(9.5) Auto—standbystart upon Failure oF running
motor;
(9.6) Running indication.
Eables
(10.1) Cable protection and Fixing arrangements;
(10.2) The speciFied materials oF cables and all
associated parts;
SaFety and health in shipping
SaFety measures For accident prevention in the
Following area:
(11.1) Work in conFineH spaces and dangerous
atmospheres;
(11.2) work with dangerous and irritating sub
stances and radiations;
(11.3) Workon boilers, engines and machinery oF
vessels;
(11.4) Electricity;
(11.5) Pressure plant;
(11.6) Welding, Flame cutting and other hot work;
(11.7)
(11.8)
(11.9)
(11.10)
(11.11)
(11.12)
(11.13)
(11.14)
(12)
(12.1)
(12.2)
Abrasive-blasting;
Other work
- Installating piping,
- Installating appliances,
- work both anchors and anchor chain;
ScaFFolding and staging;
LiFting appliances;
Protection against Falls oF objects;
Protection against Falls oF person;
working clothes and personal protective
equipment;
Medical supervision and First aid.
Anti-pollution measures
Measures For preventing water
1) Shipyard sewage,
2) Drydock eFFluent,
3) Boiler cleaning eFFluent,
4) Engine room bilge water;
Other anti-pollution measures;
1) Noise,
2) Atmospheric pollution,
3) Solid wastes.
(13) Fire Fighting
(13.1) Basic principles;
pollution:
(13.2) Breathing apparatus;
(13.3) Portable Fire extinguisher;
(13.4) Rescue oF injured personal;
(13.5) Detection and measuring of hazardous gas.
Note: (No. (13.2) —(13.5) include practical training).
(14) Ship repair
(14.1)
(14.2)
administration
Planning and preparation of repair work
- preparation oF.bids/tenders,
- the evaluation allocation oF manpower
requirements,
- the yard’s speciFication with a detailed
work description,
- the yard’s preparation
Organizational and administration;
- layout oF yard,
- yard organization,
- division oF responsibility and
authority,
- the co-operation oF the ship and yard’s
management team.
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5.7 Other Training For Everv Course
6.7.1 0ne—monthas observer on board a cargo vessel
A participant who never have an experience on board a cargo
ship.
The required period of observing on board a cargo vessel is
necessary on assumption that this would enable the participant to
obtain a good understanding and a real liFe experience oF ship
operating conditions. Thus, it can support the knowledge in
repairing the ship. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that in
any repair work on a ship the best result will be obtained when
there is a good understanding and close co-operation between the
parties involved, i.e. the yard, the shipping company and the
ship.
6.7.2 Six—monthsas apprentice at a shipyard
The purpose oF an apprentice ship is to ensure that the
newly recruited personnel would be systematically trained
beforehand, to permit their integration into the existing
organization with minimumdisturbance to the running productive
activities.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion, Implementation and Recommendation
7.1 Conclusion
At present, Thailand"s shiprepair industry has not been well
developed to satis-Fy the growing demand oF national merchant marine
business due tozthe limitation o~Fthe existing shipyard"s capacity. As
a result_. there was a need to study the requirement For expanding
the shiprepair capacity. There-Fore, the 40,000 DWTdock: size has
been proposed by the author aFter considering the in-Fluence Factors
such as the -Future trend o-F the Thai shipping and the port develop­
ment.
According to the author’s proposal, ii: the new ship yard scheme
has been implemented the author believed“ that the yard will Face the
diwF-Ficultyin the beginning oF running business due to the lack oF
experiences in the large scale shiprepair. In order to eliminate this
problem, the shipyard"s manpowers have to be educated and trained.
However,at present, there is no an educational institute that pro­
vides such a shiprepair course in Thailand.
Therefore, the author has proposed the series o-Fshiprepairing
courses b - ' - -.y the means oF concetning the requnements o-F Sh1pt'E'[JEllf'
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works as well as the requirements From the involved parties i.e. the
shipowners and the classification societies and regulatory agencies.
This will only be the -First step to take until manpower development in
public education institutions in Thailand have been established.
However, the courses have been conducted particularly For the repair
engineers who will be the vital tradesman For shiprepairing operation
and they are also the most shortage tradesman in term o-Fquantity.
when 1c,c.L;:ingat a course_. its objective cannot be obtained i-F
there are still some lack in support Factors such as instructors who
will present the course. The next section will discuss in details about
the implementation oF the courses.
7.2 Implementation oF the shigregair courses
For the course to run smoothly and to be e-F-Fective,considera­
b
r—­ H] attention must be paid to the availability and use oF:
- properly qualified instructors:
- teaching Facilities and equipment_..and
- teaching aids
7.2.1 Instructor
A minimumof three groups oF instructors is required to imple­
ment the program successFully. Each group o-Finstructor must have an
appropriate background in a particular discipline as Follows ­
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Group 1 : Experience in large scale hull repair combine
with technical background.
Group 2 : Experience in machinery repair combine with
the qualifications as a chieF engineer oF an
ocean-going cargo vessel.
Group 3 : Experience in electrical repair of a cargo
vesseL
Furthermore. all instructors should have a good knowledge on‘
rules and regulations requirements related to their Fields as laid
down by the involved parties such as IMOconventions, classification
societies and regulatory agencies’ rules. The good l::nowledges in
saFety operation and anti-pollution measures are also required.
Thus_..the number oF existing qualiFied instructors_. as mentioning
above, are insuF-Ficient in Thailand. There-Fore, For the author"s opin­
ion, some Thai engineers who has an appropriate background in shipre­
pairing in each group should be sent to some developed shiprepair
countries in order to get training in various technical matters. The
country like Japan, For example, which give aid in both -Financial and
technical cooperation to developing countries by government Funds. The
technical cooperation such as development survey dispatch of experts
and training are carried out through the Japan International Coopera­
tion Agency (JICA). The -Financial cooperation such as yen 1oan«5 are
oFFered through the Oversea Economic Cooperation Fund (0ECF)_
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7.2.2 Teaching Facilities and Eguigment as well as Teaching Aids
Classroom Facility, including teaching equipment such as overhead
projector and slide projector, are su-FFicient For lecturing sessions
when making use oF video tapes or Films, the appropriate equipment
should also be available. In addition the necessary equipment such as
marine engine, marine boiler, auxiliary machinery_. work shop machines,
electrical marine equipment Fire Fighting etc. should be also available.
Teaching aids such as textbool-.:s_. reFerences and bibliography
which related to the learning area oF the courses should be available
as much as possible.
For the requirements oF teaching Facilities and equipment as well
as teaching aids, the author would like to suggest the Merchant
Marine Training Centre which is responsible For training marine engi­
neers is the most suitable place For FulFi1ling the courses because
some oF the principal equipment needed is already e:-:ited. In addition,
the Fire Fighting Facility and the training vessel are also available
where as the shipyards itselF and other educational institutes do not
have such Facilities and equipment.
7.3 Recommendation
This section will discuss in the long term development oF shipre­
pairing industry in Thailand. The discussion will be divided into two
parts. Firstly, the development oF the private sector who run the­
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operation oi: the shipyard. Secondly, the support measures ‘Fromthe
government.
7.3.1 The development OF Dr'iVa'tE' SECt0f'
\
The expansion oF shipyard capacity and the education and train­
ing of manpower,as discussed earlier, are only the short term devel­
opment. For the long term development, a shipyard has to improve its
capacity toward to more sophisticated works such as ship conversion
and modiFication:. shipbuilding and industrial engineering activities. In
this way, it will be useacul For the yard in bringing in revenue during
periods oF slack repair volumes. In order to implement this task,
shipyard"s -Facilities, equipment, technologies and manpower"scapacities
have to be improved simultaneously and systematically.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that all changing aspects in
shiprepairing and related matters are studied and analysed with
care-Fully because changing in one aspects may impact on others. For
example, changing in the principle on‘ ship design such as a shallow
draught and wide beam cargo vessel may require the adaption oF
shipyard"s capacity in the -Future. Development in ship"s automation
system also leads to the requirement oF sophisticated repair. The
improvement in repairing technologies _.such as underwater hull repair_.
need new equipment as well as new skills and knowledge of manpowers.
The strengthen rules For environment standard requires special equip­
ment and qualified expertise.
The Following examples in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 are the
impact oF technological development on the shiprepair industry both in
the past and the Future trend. The author believed that it will be
some use~FulreFerence For Thai shipyard operators who start studying
in the model shiprepair business.
In short, the applied shiprepair technology as well as human
resource and management techniques should be all closely monitored in
order to meet the objective o-Fthe long term ship repair development.
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FIGURE 7.2
TECHNOLOGICAL DEUELOPMDITS LIKELY TO IMPACT
SHIP REPAIR OUER THE FUTURE
TECHNOLOGY AREA/IMPROUD4EN'I'
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The government‘support measures
In promoting shiprepair, there are various measures the govern­
ment can take. As shown in Chapter 4, taxation measures, -Financial
asistance as well as investment incentives and priviledges are good
examples. However, in this section, only technological supports will
be recommended.
One key -Factor For the Future o-F the shiprepairing industry in
Thailand is depended upon how -Far Facilities and technologies are
developed. The extension 01':technology are time consuming and expen­
sive process. It is di1'-Ficult to carry out by individual shipyards
seperately. Therefore, the establishment o-F public organ, which give
sophisticated technical advices -For the shiprepair industry is neces­
sary. However, at the beginning, all new technologies -For shiprepair­
ing activities should be introduced to the personnels oi‘ the new
organization through technical assistance -From developed shiprepair
countries.
The -Following is a listing oF required personnels For the new
organization:
- Naval Archetect
- Marine Engineer
Material Engineer
- welding Engineer
Electrical Engineer
- Electronic Engineer
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- Computer Engineer
- Ship operation Expert
—Regulation Ewpert
- Environmental Expert
— Economist
The author believed that the certain improvement by this gov­
ernment department can improve opportunities -For the shiprepair
industry.
Program structure in
Appendix
Mechanical Engineering
Marine Technology) at Chulalongkorn University.
Progcam §££HE£H£§
M
2.1
2.4.1
2.4.2
Total credits
General Subjects
Social Sciences
- Man and Society
—Society and Culture
Humanities
—Civilization
- Electives
Languages
- Foundation English 1
- Foundation English 2
Sciences and Mathematics
Chemistry
- General Chemistry
- General Chemistry Laboratory
Physics
- General F'hysic 1
- General Physic 1 Laboratory
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- General F'hysic 2
- General Physic '2 Laboratory
Mathematics
Calculus 1
Calculus 2
Calculus 3
Statistics For physical science
Engineering Subjects
Elasic Engineering Courses
Introductory to Engineering
Engineering Graphics 1
Engineering Mechanic 1
Engineering Materials
ManuFacturing F'rocesses
Engineering Tools Operation
Engineering Management
Computer F'rogramming
Engineering F'ractice
Core Subjects
Electrical Engineering 1
Electrical Engineering Laboratory 1
Electrical Engineering 2
Electrical Engineering Laboratory
Machine Design 1
Machine Design 2
Machine Mechanics 1
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Mechanical Drawing
— Fluid Mechanics 1
"\Fluid Mechanics .-;
- Thermodynamics 1
'5Engineering Graphic .¢
Mechanic o-F Materials 1
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory 1
- Numerical Method For Mechanical
Engineering
— Mechanic o-F Machinery
Thermodynamics 2
—Mechanical Engineering Laboratory 2
- Dif-Ferential Equations
—Mechanical Engineering Project
Technical Subjects
Ship Resistance and Powering
—Ship’ Buoyancy and Stability
- Ship Design 1
- Shipbuilding Engineering
- Re-Frigeration
- F'ower F'lant Engineering
Internal Combustion Engines
- Calculus 4
- Technical Elective
Free Elective
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